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THE CONDENSED MONOGRAPHY: AN
INTRODUCTION NOTE TO ANTON
GOLOPENȚIA’S PARADIGMATIC CONTRIBUTION
TO THE BUCHAREST SCHOOL OF SOCIOLOGY
Radu Baltasiu 1

ABSTRACT
This paper is envisaging some of the components of the condensed
monography paradigm established by Anton Golopenția. The condensed
monography („monografia sumară”) represents a consistent contribution
to the Bucharest School of Sociology. Its representative expression is 60
Romanian Villages. A Sociological Inquiry supervised by Anton
Golopenția and Dr. D.C. Georgescu, a methodological and theoretical
breakthrough series in five volumes.
Keywords: Anton Golopenția, Dimitrie Gusti, condensed monography.

A SHORT BIOGRAPHY
Anton Golopenția was the main assistant and the most
prolific one in the first half of the 20th century of Dimitrie Gusti,
founder of the Bucharest School of Sociology. Golopenția was a
scientist and an institutional innovator at the same time. His
main contributions to the Social Sciences were in the field of:
- Sociology and demography – by introducing social
statistics, the comparative and typological studies, the
1
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sociological atlas/mapping, all of them packed into the
condensed monography, Golopenția innovated the Gustian
sociological paradigm of paramount importance to the
field of social studies. The main work is 60 villages …
(research done between 1938-1939, published in 1942).
Geopolitics – alongwith Ion Conea, Golopenția was the
founder of Romanian Geopolitics. The key term of
Golopenția’s Geopolitics is the relevant „kinship”
(”consângeni”) which surpasses the actual borders of the
country. The main work is Contribution of the social
sciences to the foreign policy (1936) 2 . Of the most
importance are the interdisciplinary works Romanians
from Timoc (2 vols., published in 1943 and 1944) and the
much more extensive Romanians East of Bug (1941-1943,
2 vols., published in 2006).
Administrative Science – which follows the Gustian
imperative of governing by knowledge. The
Administrative Science is an extension of Sociology in the
field of applied politics. Its main aim is to promote and
protect the material and spiritual unity of the country.

Golopenția’s work was almost all the time interdisciplinary,
and his scientific breakthroughs had been doubled by institutional
innovations.
He was born in 1909 and imprisoned by communists in
January 1950. Due to the harsh interrogatory and the extermination
regime he was subjected to, Golopenția died in September 1951 in
Văcărești penitentiary. Golopenția was imprisoned without trial.
His guardians decided to liquidate him after the soviet Securitate
discovered his Suggestions for a governing program of the future
2

See Golopenția, 2001, p. 23, Golopenția, 1936
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[post-communist] regime, where Golopenția premonitorily
envisaged a globalized and decommunized Romania integrated
into a Pax Americana world order3.
Golopenția got his BA in law (1930) and philosophy (1933).
He benefited from Rockefeller and Humbold scholarships in
Germany (1933-1936). Golopenția got his Ph.D. in Sociology at
the University of Leipzig in 1936 with Die Information der
Staatsführung und die überlieferte Soziologie (”On the information
of the State leadership and the traditional sociology”).
Director of the Romanian Social Institute founded by
Dimitrie Gusti (1937-1940) and director of the Central Institute of
Statistics founded by Sabin Manuilă (1940-1947), whose general
director was in the last year, Golopenția was stigmatized and
socially outcasted by communists since 1948.
As a director of the Central Institute of Statistics, Golopenția
pioneered many socio-demographic techniques, including the
institution of the National Yearbook.
Anton Golopenția’s work was posthumously recognized by
the Romanian Academy in 2017, when he was awarded
membership.

WHAT IS THE CONDENSED MONOGRAPHY?
The condensed monography is an upgraded version of
Dimitrie Gusti’s monography. Dimitrie Gusti was the founder of
the Bucharest Sociological School – one of the finest in the world
3

According to prof. Sanda Golopenția, Anton Golopentia gave up the
investigation, on March 1, 1951: ”Exhausted of detention, willing to
separate his «case» from that of the «Patrascanu Lot», with which he had
nothing in common, A.G. declares on its own initiative the Suggestions.
From this moment he will be considered «enemy of the people» and
subjected to an extermination regime.", in Sanda Golopenţia, 2001,
CXX.
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in the first half of the 20th century. Golopenția’s oeuvre is 60
Romanian Villages. A Sociological Inquiry …, published in 19411942.
The condensed monography is one of the three major
contributions of Anton Golopenția to the field of Social Sciences.
Founded on the Gusti’s Law of Parallelism, the condensed
monography introduces new theoretical and methodological
features:
- Problematization of the reality under investigation;
- Comparative study;
- Dynamic focus of research, according to the data gathered
in the field;
- Considering other social units for study, especially the city
These innovations translated into significant cost cuts: For
instance, instead of 3250 yearly Gustian monographies set to be
carried out for four years at a cost of 220 million lei, Golopenția
targeted 150 regional condensed monographies that cost only 25
million lei (1938) – Golopenția, 1942: 425.

THE GUSTI’S LAW OF PARALLELISM AND
GOLOPENȚIA’S UPGRADE
In order to put the country in order, one must study it
thoroughly. This is why Sociology was part of the Sociology of
Nationhood, alongside with Ethics and Politics. Sociology was to
give the data necessary for the Politics to act, according to the
highest good (Ethics). Monography was the method of studying
the country as it was, as a whole.
The cornerstone of the Dimitrie Gusti Sociological School is
the law of parallelism among the basic components of the society:
the framework-of-potentialities (“cadrele”) and their active form,
their manifestations (“manifestările”).
8
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“We have determined a threefold sociological parallelism, known
in the system of the Bucharest Sociological School of Sociology
as the law of sociological parallelism, which means a threefold
social equilibrium: a parallelism between manifestations, a
parallelism within the framework-of-potentialities (“cadre”), and a
parallelism among the
framework-of-potentialities and
manifestations. At the same time, this parallelism concerns the
social statics [emphasis added] – the very existence and
functioning of society and about the social dynamics [emphasis
added] – the evolution of society. Human society cannot be
reduced to any of its manifestations, be it economical, spiritual,
ethical-juridical and political-administrative. The society
encompasses them all and cannot miss any unless risking its
balance. At the same time, the society is influenced by
cosmological,
biological,
psychological
and
historical
frameworks-of-potentialities, without missing any of them …
Finally, the society influences its framework-of-potentialities,
their mutual adaptation meaning normality, and any mismatch
between the framework-of-potentialities and manifestations leads
to social imbalance.”4

4

„Am stabilit prin urmare un întreit paralelism sociologic, cunoscut în
sistemul școalei dela București sub denumire a de lege a paralelismului
sociologic, care însemnează în altă terminologie, un întreit echilibru
social: un paralelism între manifestări, un paralelism între cadre și un
paralelism între cadre și manifestări. Paralelismul acesta privește în
același timp existența și funcționarea societății, ceea ce se indică uneori
sub numele de statică socială, cât și evoluția societății[,] ceea ce se indică
și cu numele de dinamică socială. Societatea omenească nu poate fi
redusă la niciunul din genurile ei de manifestări, fie ele economice,
spirituale, etico-juridice și politico-administrative. Ea le cuprinde pe toate
deodată și nici nu se poate lipsi de vreuna în prezent sau în decursul
desvoltării ei, fără a risca să-și vadă primejduit echilibrul. Societatea
omenească este înrâurită în același timp de cadrele cosmologic, biologic,
psihic și istoric, fără să se poată lipsi de vreunul din ele, decât cu prețul
unui dezechilibru. În sfârșit, societatea omenească înrâurește la rândul ei
cadrele, ajungând în cazurile normale la o adaptare reciprocă sau la o
formulă de echilibru și dimpotrivă, orice nepotrivire dintre cadre și
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In order to be understood and properly governed, the entire
country should be monographed, mostly its villages, since 80% of
the Romanian citizens were peasants in the ‘30s. The data were to
be gathered into special records classified according to the law of
parallelism, by direct observation, interviews, and secondary
analysis by hundreds of interdisciplinary teams each year.
Golopenția acutely realized that:
- There were not enough resources (time, money, personnel)
to make such deep structural research across the country;
- It was imperative to provide data in real time and to
analyze it comparatively in such a way
- To identify the types of problems and to address them
accordingly.
The most notable newcomers to the Gustian monography to
address the above-mentioned issues were statistics, grouping the
data into main typologies (geographical and sociological), and the
sociological atlas – presenting the data in a graphic way and in its
geography. Establishing typologies, the comparative study, and
mapping data were the strongpoints of the new improved
paradigm, called monografia sumară – the condensed
monography. If the final purpose of sociology was to contribute to
the fulfillment of the Great Union (1918) by the “soul-unification”
of the provinces, the condensed monography would be its main
method. Such an epic purpose should be an all-encompassing and,
manifestări duce la desechilibru social. ... [S]ubliniem că legea
paralelismului sociologic sau a echilibrului social general nu are numai
valoare teoretică, ci poate fi aplicată și practic. ... Pe calea aceasta
sociologia poate întemeia științific politic și deci alături de alte științe, ea
poate servi îmbunătățirea vieții omenești.” (Dimitrie Gusti, Paralelismul
sociologic [Sociological parallelism], „Sociologie Românească”, an II,
nr. 9-10, Sept-Oct. 1937, p. 385).
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precise – though, tool. Thinking of the country as a social unit –
monographically, meant to comparatively think regionally, idealtypically and to problematize.
Henri Stahl, one of the most influential students of Gusti,
referring to the Golopenția’s method noticed its revolutionary
potential:
“Golopenția had good grounds to say that the plan originally
conceived by Professor Gusti was unrealistic. Professor Gusti has
repeatedly stated that it is possible that through the monographing
of over 15,000 villages in the country, a more complete
knowledge of all the social problems in the country can be
achieved, creating a ‘sociology of the nation.’ In fact, it was
impossible to draw up so many monographies. And even if it was,
it was not necessary, because there were other methods than those
of the ‘monographing’ village by village, in order to reach the
desired results. He proposed the massive use of statistical
methods, the grouping of information on the scheme of a
‘typology’ of villages and towns, with the ultimate goal of shaping
a ‘social atlas’. ...
But Golopenția's thought went further, assigning to all
Foundation's teams the task of developing a common theme,
focusing not on the local problems of each village, but on those of
the whole country. As in 1938, the Foundation sent 860 teammates
to 60 villages, and, in agreement with Professor Gusti, the
following general themes were chosen: ‘Rural Population and
Demographics’; ‘Evolution and economic status of villages’;
‘Health and cultural condition’; plus an attempt to establish the
‘typology’ of our rural settlements. ...
The series of 60 villages can be considered the most solid
document we have for the knowledge of facts ... Golopenția's
thoughts did not stop here, but they went much further, in the
sense that he had shown in his doctoral thesis that social sciences
had a duty to serve the administration within the state policy. ...
Golopenția, actually developping on the more accentuated and
more precise line of the monographic tradition, considers it
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necessary to fit our problems in the social history not only of
Romania, but also of the entire Southeast Europe.”5

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE OEUVRE’S CONTENT
60 Romanian Villages … is the masterpiece of the
condensed monography.
There were five projected volumes intended to be presented
at the 14th Congress of Sociology in Bucharest (August 29September 4, 1939), which never took place because of the
emergence of the Second World War. The volumes were printed in
1941-1942 under the general title 60 Romanian Villages. A
Sociological Inquiry supervised by Anton Golopenția and Dr. D.C.
Georgescu. There are the following volumes, with the following
topic: 1st Population, 2ndEconomics, 3rd was lost, 4th –
“Contributions to the typology of the Romanian villages.
Agricultural villages, pastoral villages”, 5th – „Contributions to the
typology of the Romanian villages. Villages with extra-agricultural
occupations.”6

5

H.H. Stahl, Amintiri și Gînduri din vechea școală a «monografiilor
sociologice» [Memories and Thoughts from the Old School of
«Sociological monographs»], București, Ed. Minerva, 1981, pp. 359-362.
6
The complete titles of the series were:
”Vol. I. [“Population”] Populația, presented by Athanasie Georgescu and
I. Chibulcuteanu;
Vol. II. [“The post-war evolution of the agricultural property and the
nowadays economy”] ”Evoluția de după războiu a proprietăți agricole și
situația economică de azi”, by Ing. I. Measnicov, Ing, agr. P. Stănculescu
and C. Ștefănescu;
Vol. III. [“Sanitation and the cultural condition”] „Starea sanitară și
starea culturală”, presented by Dr. D. C. Georgescu and A. Golopenția;
Vol, IV. [“Contributions to the Tipology of Romanian Villages.
Agricultural villages, pastoral villages”] „Contributii la tipologia satelor
romanești. I. Sate agricole și pastorale”, presented by Miron
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The geographic area of interest
The numbers and distribution of villages were as follows:
3 in Oltenia,
12 in Muntenia,
9 in Moldavia,
10 in Bessarabia,
12 in Transylvania,
9 in Banat.
The sociological area of interest
The axes of research were the following types of records
(“fișe”) regarding:
- Family
- Household
- Demographic
- Evolution of property
- Alimentation
- Cultural level7
When the research was carried and processed?
The 60 Romanian villages research was carried out in the
summer of 1938, and statistically processed in the winter of 1938Constantinescu, Gh. Meniac, Yolanda Nicoară, C. G. Pavel, Gh.
Reteganul, Th, Știrbu and Mircea Tiriung;
Vol. V. [“Contributions to the typology of the Romanian villages.
Villages with extra-agricultural occupations”] „Contribuții la tipologia
satelor romanești. II. Sate cu ocupații anexe, presented by Miron
Constantinescu”, Florea Florescu, C. G. Pavel, Gh. Reteganul and Mircea
Tiriung.” (Stanciu Stoian, 60 SATE ROMÂNEȘTI. Vol. I. POPULAȚIA
[60 ROMANIAN VILLAGES. Vol. I. POPULATION], București, Ed.
Institutul de Științe Sociale al României, 1942, Sociologie Românească,
4, nr.7-12, July-Dec., p. 630.
7
Ibidem, p. 629.
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1939. Everything was almost completed by August 15th, when all
was put on hold until the autumn of 1941.8
Issues of the research
About 30 villages were studied on all the dimensions
described above.
“The reader finds comparative data from 60 villages, but not for
all the issues. The best records were those on alimentation …” 9

Among those 850 team-members some of them did not have
enough training in order to pick the data in a way to make possible
the comparative study, a focal point in condensed monography.
The main facts
Monography was thought of by Dimitrie Gusti and Anton
Golopenția as a quadruple tool for:
1. Developing the Romanian village (80% of population
lived in the countryside as preaviosly stated).
2. Knowing the village in order to develop it.
3. Educating the young students by immersing them into the
real problems of society.
4. Good governance based on knowledge.
The condensed monography expressed in 60 Romanian
villages, as fieldwork aimed at/to:
1. Integrate/problematize knowledge of the village;
2. Contribute to the direct development of the surveilled
villages by the voluntary works of the Royal sociological
teams.

8
9

Ibidem, pp. 629-630.
Ibidem, p. 630.
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As a mass education tool, the condensed monography
aimed at the proper integration of the educated youth into the
society through knowledge. As such, the monography as a field
research was an extension of the class („the seminar” on
Sociology):
“The intention pursued in this seminar is to specify the elements
that define the nation. This theme was chosen for the importance
of the future specialists of our geographers, historians and
philologists ....”10

Here are some of the most important ideas for good
governance in the first two volumes:
1. Governing without proper knowledge „is prone to fail and to
big errors. Intuition as such cannot replace scientific
knowledge.”11
2. There is a vibrant middle class in the making alongside with
a boost of the big property.
“The change of ownership of the lots obtained by landowning
resulted in the appearance of a thin blanket, but present in each
village of wealthy peasants (”chiaburi”), with more than 10 ha,
extremely energetic and enterprising. ‘This new elite of villages,
says Prof. D. Gusti, will considerably facilitate the economic
organization of the country.’12

This peasant middle class is of strategic importance. It can
be expressed quantitatively (statistically) and qualitatively - from
the point of view of its ethical role.

10

Anton Golopenția, Opere Complete [Complete Opera], vol. I,
Sociologie, Edition composed and annotated by prof. Sanda Golopenția.
Introductory study by prof. Ștefan Costea, București. Ed. Enciclopedică,
2002, p. LXXVI.
11
Stanciu Stoian, op. cit., p. 631.
12
Ibidem.
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a. Quantitatively, this special demographic has a weight
between 5 and 20% of the total rural population. 13
Qualitatively, this strata is of special importance since
it is thrifty, industrious, without debt, with bank
savings, eager to expand and concerned about the
future of its children.
“Only these remarkable peasants should be encouraged, since they
are the elites of which can be recruited the pioneers of tomorrow’s
agriculture.”14

3. There are still an important number of illiterates, though
falling. The research underlined the fact that is dependent on
the economic condition, the general status of the young
children, child labor, the management of summer school
holidays etc.
4. The sanitation is still an issue, seen under the double aspect
of failing birth rates and increasing infant mortality,
especially in certain regions.
5. Alimentation, under its triple form, cultural, sanitary and
economic, is a very important issue, since more than 80% of
the calories consumed in the countryside were vegetal,
”overwhelming figures, unseen elsewhere in Europe”.15
13

N. D, Cornățeanu, Cercetări asupra rentabilității agriculturii țărănești,
București, Institutul de Cercetări agronomice, 1935, p. 21 apud Anton
Golopenția, 60 sate românești. Cercetate de echipele studențești în vara
1938. Anchetă sociologică condusă de Anton Golopenția și Dr. D. C.
Georgescu, II, Situația economică [60 Romanian villages. Researched by
student teams in the summer of 1938. Sociological survey conducted by
Anton Golopenția and Dr. D. C. Georgescu, II, The economic situation],
București, Institutul de Științe Sociale al României, 1941, p. 207 (edition
reproduced exactly by Ed. Paideia, București, 1999.)
14
Ibidem.
15
Anton Golopenția, 60 sate românești. Cercetate de echipele studențești
în vara 1938. Anchetă sociologică condusă de Anton Golopenția și Dr.
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THE VILLAGE - THE INSTRUMENT TO
RESTORE THINGS TO THEIR NATURE
Alin Bulumac 16, Samira Cîrlig 17

ABSTRACT
In a world that everything is in a continous movement, what is perceived
as reality is always changing. The sense of reality is a very important part
of the individual because it ofers a sense of equilibrum and stabilty. All
temptations which the individual has to rezist day by day, on a long term,
will make him change what is important and what it is not. The present
article’s aim is to present a Romanian perspective regarding the village
and its role in oferring the individual an equilibrum in his everyday life.
The village is, in the Romanian perspective, the place where the
individual finds what he has lost in the urban environment: his inner
equilibrum.
Keywords: Romanian village, archetype, restoration, the meaning of life,
ancestral bound.

INTRODUCTION
This material starts from the premise that the village
represents one of the strongest structures that had the role to
perserve and to ensure the continuity of the Romanian identity,
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through the natural link between man and geography. In this sense,
we bring into discussion the arguments found in Mircea
Vulcănescu's theoretical model that refer to the rural cosmos, a
place where the individual can easily find his or her life purpose:
“... his behaviour is at all times anchored in eternity, because the
Romanian always has before him not the small exigencies
imposed by the factual conditions, but the elemental beings, the
vision of glory of the essence of all things, which depends on the
18
mercy of God and not on the deed of man.”

In the same manner, the philosoph Lucian Blaga pictured the
rural cosmos:
“I believe that eternity was born in the village. Here any thought is
slower, and your heart beats less often, as if it were not beating in
your chest, but deep in the ground somewhere.”19

Keeping in mind the two points of view mentioned above,
the village appears to be for the individual the place where the
meaning of life can be revealed, a place that can even heal the
fractures found in the modern man. How? By going back to the
origins, into the rural cosmos, a place when the individual becomes
once again part of the communitarian life, ruled by typical norms
and beliefs, surrounded by a certain type of geography and social
history.
18

„(...) purtarea lui e totdeauna ancorată în veșnicie, că totdeauna
românul are în fața lui nu exigențele mărunte impuse de condițiile de fapt,
ci ființele stihiale, vedenia de slavă a esenței tuturor lucrurilor, care atârnă
de îndurarea lui Dumnezeu, ci nu de fapta omului.” (Mircea Vulcănescu,
Dimensiunea românească a existenței [The Romanian dimension of
existence], București, Editura Eikon, 2015, p. 147).
19
„Eu cred că veşnicia s-a născut la sat./ Aici orice gând e mai încet,/şi
inima-ţi zvâcneşte mai rar,/ca şi cum nu ţi-ar bate în piept,/ci adânc în
pământ undeva.” (Lucian Blaga, „Sufletul satului” [„The soul of the
village”] în volumul În marea trecere [The great passage], 1924, p. 34).
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“According to preliminary results of a study by scientists at Exeter
University, an area of the brain associated with being in a calm,
meditative state lit up when people were shown pictures of rural
settings.”20

Thus, we try to readress the fundamental purpose of the
village, namely the restoration of man according to his nature.
Then, one by one, community by community, the entire nation can
benefit.

THE VILLAGE, A SPACE WHERE THE SENSE IS
REDISCOVERED
The present paper starts from the ideea that the village is the
place where the Romanian figure can still be found in its pure
forms, unperverted. And its resilience is due to the fact that the
peasant by definition developed a strong solidarity with the entire
comos:
“Every fact resonates throughout the world, every gesture it
propagates its music throughout.”21

Also because the peasant has access to particular meanings,
he has the power to transform the village, in the sense that he can
expand its terittory beyond the tangible reality, crossing into the
realm of legends.
According to Mircea Vulcănescu “... every nation has, left
from God, its own face, a unique way of understanding the world

20

Martin Japan, „Rural Vs. Urban - So How Is Our Human Brain
Supposed To Deal With The Constant Onslaught”, 15.12.2012, disponibil
la adresa de internet: http://martinjapan.blogspot.com/2013/12/rural-vsurban-so-how-is-our-human.html
21
„Fiecare fapt răsună în întreaga lume, fiecare gest își propagă muzica în
tot.” (Mircea Vulcănescu, op. cit., p.12).
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and of spreading it to others.”22 This heritage is the justification of
our existence. From this point of view, the village can be seen as a
means of conservation, of protecting the Romanian figure
according with the harmony that characterizes its space and which
is due to the organic connection that the peasant keeps with God:
“The village is a system of social pedagogy that is innate, that is
natural, and wise, complete, through which we can learn how to
23
live in full harmony, in peace and quiet, that is, as God pleases.”

The village is, in fact, a certain type of community, where
one can find individuals with a specific profile (communitarian,
field with archetypes, based upon family, vicinity and faith24): the
peasant. The specific solidarity of this space ensures the very basis
of its existence. It is interesting that even though the concrete form
of this type of settlement can disappear, the manifestation of its
characteristic solidarity will not only survive, but also form a new
similar foundation:
“We draw attention to the fact that the sources of social solidarity
are, in general, of a peasant type, even for the societies in which

22

„(...) fiecare popor are lăsată de la Dumezeu, o față proprie, un chip al
lui de a vedea lumea și de a-l răsfrânge pentru alții.” (Ibidem, pp.28-29).
23
„Satul este un sistem de pedagogie socială deopotrivă naturală, adică
firească, şi înţeleaptă, deplină, prin care putem învăţa cum să trăim în
deplină armonie, în pace şi linişte, adică aşa cum îi place lui Dumnezeu.”
(Agerpress, „Interviu Academicianul Ilie Bădescu: Puterea de dăinuire a
satelor românești e astăzi afectată de marile presiuni istorice”,
23.07.2019, available at: www.agerpres.ro/cultura/2019/07/23/interviuacademicianul-ilie-badescu-puterea-de-dainuire-a-satelor-romanesti-eastazi-afectata-de-marile-presiuni-istorice--345071
24
Radu Baltasiu, Introducere în sociologie[Introduction to sociology],
Craiova, Editura Beladi, 2007, p. 374.
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the peasants and the peasant structuring (the village) have
25
disappeared.”

In the village, man can be found in the preface of
everything, in the passing of time:
“The man discerns differently the cycles of the day. He finds the
same cycle of fulfillment of an year (…), in plants, in houses, in
people/relatives...”26.

This recognition is specific to the rural space because the
peasant can “read” the signs of time unlike the city-man, always
prone to the risk of getting lost, going further and further away
from the significations and understandings of the communitarian
man. The difference between the two types of men is due to the
desire of the first to get “in line with the world”27 , to organize
himself, while the latter always runs away from collectivity and
towards individuality. Or, as Emile Durkheim put it in his thesis
“The Division of Labour in Society” (1893), there are two different
worlds, each with its on type of solidarity, of community, of
labour, and of man.
In other words, what the peasant is doing is ancestrally
correlated with his need to fulfill his purpose in life:
“There is only one concern in the world and it is enough: to be in
28
accordance with the world! And that is hard enough!”

25

„Atragem atenţia că sursele solidarităţii sociale sunt, în general, de tip
ţărănesc, chiar pentru societăţile în care ţăranii şi structurarea ţărănească
(satul) au dispărut.” (Ibidem, p.373).
26
„Omul discerne altfel ciclul zilei. Și regăsește același ciclu al împlinirii
în an (..), în plante, în case, în neamuri (...).” (Mircea Vulcănescu, op. cit.,
pp. 105-106).
27
„în rând cu lumea”
28
„O singură preocupare în lumea de aici și e de-ajuns: să-ți ții rândul! Și
asta te robește destul!” (Ibidem, p. 109).
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Finding and fulfilling the meaning of life becomes the
primordial condition of the existence of the rural community and
its people because, by this, it is certain that a community of life
remains.29 Taking into account that in the village “things are alive,
and the facts have their own state and purpose, in an organic
sense” 30 , we can state that the freedom of arranging oneself
accordingly to one’s nature is always possible here.

FRESH REALITIES: EMIGRATION, ABORTIONS
Modernity brough for the typical man a series of fractures
that furthered him more and more from the traditional way of life.
The rupture from the natural world came with consequences, from
which we can name alienation, suicide, sense of not-belonging,
loneliness, increased migration or abortions. We will continue to
adress the latter two, in the case of the Romanian population.
On the one hand, Eurostat estimates that about 3 million
Romanians have left the country after 1990 (when, officially, the
communist regime fell and the borders were opened). The UN
claims that the correct figure would be about 3.7 million, while the
World Bank reports an estimate of 3 to 5 million Romanians.
Published statistics, even though are not extremely accurate, tell
the same story: Romania is found on the sixth place in the ranking
of the main sources of migrants at EU level, in absolute terms, and
respectively in the first place in relative terms (as a percentage of
migrants in the total population)31. The UN report shows that in the
29

Ernest Bernea, Civilizație română sătească [Romanian village
civilization], București, Editura Vremea, 2006, p. 15.
30
„lucrurile sunt vii, iar faptele au o stare și un rost propriu, într-un sens
organic” (Ibidem, p. 66).
31
Mihai Peticilă, „GRAFIC La fiecare 3 minute, un român a emigrat în
altă țară, în 2017. Au plecat peste 600 de oameni pe zi”, 12.10.2018,
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2000-2015 timeframe Romania had the highest growth of its
diaspora worldwide, after Syria, which is a space of open war32.
Although the national authorities claim that about 5 million
Romanians have temporarily or permanently left the country, in
fact, the number of those who went abroad is much higher. Cezar
Caleap, executive director of the International Association of
Creative Enterprises in Belgium (AIICB), says that about 7 million
Romanians have left the country. And, according to him, 90% of
those who leave choose to never return33.
If one looks at the official statistics of 2017 alone, 219.327
Romanians left the country, half of which came from rural areas,
this being the largest number of emigrants since 2008. In other
words, about 600 people left each day. According to INS data,
most of them (over 17%) are in the age group 25-29 years and 2024 years (14.5%) 34 . These numbers show a strong process of
depopulation, especially from the rural areas, due to emigration.
And the people that choose to leave are the ones that should create
the future of the Romanian society (the young and the active
population).
It is sufficient to add to this information the alarmingly high
number of abortions, and one can understand the depth of the

disponibil la adresa de internet: https://www.edupedu.ro/la-fiecare-3minute-un-roman-a-emigrat-in-alta-tara-in-2017/
32
Alin Bulumac, „Vitalitatea societății românești în anul Centenarului
Marii Unirii”, Revista Etnosfera, nr. 2/2018, p.160.
33
România Liberă, „7 milioane de români au plecat din țară, 90% pentru
totdeauna”, 08.11.2018, available at: http://romanialibera.ro/economie/7milioane-de-romani-au-plecat-din-tara-90-pentru-totdeauna-760188
34
Mihai Peticilă, „GRAFIC La fiecare 3 minute, un român a emigrat în
altă țară, în 2017. Au plecat peste 600 de oameni pe zi”, 12.10.2018,
available at: www.edupedu.ro/la-fiecare-3-minute-un-roman-a-emigratin-alta-tara-in-2017/
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problem in question: Romania deals with the loss of its vitality like
never before in its history.
Data published in 2012 by the World Health Organization
shows that Romania has the highest abortion rate in Europe: 480
abortions per 1.000 births, which means that almost half of the
babies concieved are aborted, a rate twice bigger than the EU’s
average 35 . According to the Center for Computing, Health
Statistics and Documentation of the Ministry of Health, from 1958
to 2012 there were 21.826.287 abortions registered. At the end of
2008, according to official data, the population of Romania was by
21.504.442 inhabitants. Thus, the number of abortions in the last
50 years is higher than the current population of the country36. This
is why we state that abortions and mass emigration are the two
factors that generate a double dissolution: of the individual, on the
one hand, but also of the world that the individual was creating and
preserving (the rural cosmos).
Now, more than ever, a solution is needed, one that
encourages the birth of babies, and another that convinces
Romanians from diaspora to come back home. If the state
encourages its citizens to return to the abandoned villages through
clear cut policies, we can talk about a double restitution of things
back to their true order: on the one side, the village regains its
energies necessary for its continuation, the children, and on the
other hand, the man finds the right place to obtain the financial
autonomy so sought after.
35

Paula Rotaru, „România are cea mai ridicată rată de avort din Europa:
480 de avorturi la 1.000 de naşteri”, 28.10.2016, available at:
www.mediafax.ro/social/romania-are-cea-mai-ridicata-rata-de-avort-dineuropa-480-de-avorturi-la-1-000-de-nasteri-15875649
36
Dan Gheorghe, „Cum a ajuns România să aibă 22 milioane de
avorturi”, 2011, available at: https://romanialibera.ro/special/reportaje/cu
m-a-ajuns-romania-sa-aiba-22-milioane-de-avorturi-217321
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THE VILLAGE, A PLACE FOR A BRAND NEW START
Mircea Vulcănescu defines nature as “the totality of beings
that fill time and space with their being” 37 , and the being
comprises all the attributes that offer the sense of existence. Place
and time are the two great „receptacles” of nature. However,
Mircea Vulcănescu says:
“In this world there are - as we shall see - some „weak thing”,
some principle of movement, disorder, some freedom, which
causes not all things to be whole, in their place and not always
come at the right time, but to impose a search or a waiting state.
But this does not mean, however, that there is no ordering
38
power.”

When the being is removed from the very place that helped
built its specificity over time, confusion sets in. This is why the
Romanian man, in times of crisis, can find order once again by
reaching out to its original being, by going back to his roots (the
village) where he can restart his development. But such a decision
is viewed with skepticism, especially by the youngsters that want
instant results, wealfare and success, due to the fact that they were
born into the modern way of living and never had a proper
“meeting” with the rural life, which demands patience, order,
hierarchy, faith. The peasants know better than anyone else that
everything must be done in its own time, not earlier or later, not
faster or slower than the right time. Because neither hastening nor

37

„totalitatea ființelor care umplu timpul și spațiul cu ființa lor” (Mircea
Vulcănescu, op.cit, p. 46).
38
„Există - după cum vom vedea – în această lume oarecare „lucru slab”,
oarecare principiu de mișcare, de dezordine, oarecare libertate, care face
ca nu toate lucrurile să fie întregi, la locul lor și să nu vină totdeauna la
vreme, ci să impună o căutare sau o așteptare. Dar aceasta nu însemnează
totuși că nu există putință de rânduială.” (Ibidem, pp. 48-49).
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slowing things down produces harmony or proximity to what is
natural:
“Does the seed grow earlier? And the sprouting can be hastened
differently than with force?”39

This attitude of patience and respect towards what is natural
has a transcendental sourse: the peasant's behavior is anchored in
eternity, and is subject to God's mercy. From this point of view,
the peasant is, much more than others, an “abstract man”.40 This is
why the idea that only in the village eternity can be born became
preferred by Romanian interwar philosophers, such as Lucian
Blaga that wrote in his poem “The soul of the village”41:
“Child, put your hands on my knees / I think that eternity was born
in the village / Here every thought is slower, / and your heart
thumps more rarely, / as if it were not beating you in the chest, /
42
but deep in the earth somewhere.”

Moreover, beyond this idea of eternity, there is another one
that had ancient roots: the land and eart are the heart of the village;
this can easily explain the fracture felt by the ones that leave the
rural area and move to an urban site, a fracture that has the
appearance of a soul void generated by sentiment of longing for
the land.

39

„Crește oare sămânța mai devreme? Și încolțirea poate fi grăbită altfel
decât cu sila?” (Ibidem, pp. 109-110).
40
„este mai caracterizat decât orice om abstract” (Mihai Eminescu, vol.
XV, p. 374, ms. 2255).
41
„Sufletul satului”
42
„Copilo, pune-ţi mânile pe genunchii mei / Eu cred că veşnicia s-a
născut la sat/ Aici orice gând e mai încet,/ şi inima-ţi zvâcneşte mai rar,/
ca şi cum nu ţi-ar bate în piept,/ ci adânc în pământ undeva.” (Lucian
Blaga, op.cit., p. 34).
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The ancestral connection of the peasant with the land is
resumed by various authors in their works. For instance, one of the
most famous writers, Liviu Rebreanu, in his novel “Ion”, described
this powerful man-land link in one of the iconic episodes in which
the eponymous character kisses the ground:
“He stoped in the middle of the field. The black and sticky clay
made his legs feel heavier, attracting him like the arms of a
passionate lover. His eyes were laughing and his whole face was
bathed in a warm passional sweat. There was a wild desire to
embrace the clay and kiss it very much. Then he spreaded his thick
and moisted hands straight away. The sour, fresh and fruity smell
of the clay made his blood feel hot. He leaned over, took a lump in
his hands and crushed it between his fingers with a frightened
pleasure. His hands remained greased with sticky clay like
mourning gloves. He smelled the parfume of the clay, rubbing his
hands together. Then slowly, respectful, without realizing it, he
dropped to his knees, lowered his forehead and put his voluptuous
lips to the wet earth and in this haste kiss he felt a cold, dizzy
43
shiver...”

This sequence is representative for the “call of the earth” felt
by the man that returns back home. This relationship has also
Biblical origins:
43

„Se opri în mijlocul delniței. Lutul negru, lipicios, îi țintuia picioarele,
îngreuiindu-le, atrăgându-l ca brațele unei iubite pătimașe. Îi râdeau ochii,
iar fața toată îi era scăldată într-o sudoare caldă de patimă. Îl cuprinse o
poftă sălbatică să îmbrățișeze huma, să o crâmpoțească în sărutări. Întinse
mâinile spre brazdele drepte, zgrunțuroase și umede. Mirosul acru,
proaspăt și roditor îi aprindea sângele. Se aplecă, luă în mâini un bulgăre
și-l sfărâmă între degete cu o plăcere înfricoșată. Mâinile îi rămaseră unse
cu lutul cleios ca niște mănuși de doliu. Sorbi mirosul, frecându-și
palmele. Apoi încet, cucernic, fără să-și dea seama, se lăsă în genunchi,
își coborî fruntea și-și lipi buzele cu voluptate de pământul ud și-n
sărutarea aceasta grăbită simți un fior rece, amețitor...” (Liviu Rebreanu,
Ion [John], (s.l) Editura Interbellum Scriptorum, (s.a), p. 406,
23.04.2019, available at: http://scriptorium.ro/pdf/Rebreanu-Ion.pdf
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“You will return to earth, because you have been taken from it; for
you are dust, and dust you will become.” 44

THE VILLAGE, A PLACE FOR SOUL INDEPENDENCE
AND INCREASED ECONOMICS
Sociologist Ilie Bădescu argues that the village is the place
where the family and the economic independence develop
naturally:
“God mysteriously created, by impenetrable divine will, two
entities: the family and the peasant aristocracy, that is, he created
45
people to be free and masters of the earth.”

When we state that the individual masteres the earth we
refer to his power to work the land but also the freedom given by
the economic autonomy (due to production). Unfortunatelly, the
lasting power of the Romanian villages is today affected by the
great historical pressures that transformed the rural household from
an autarchic social unit, capable of producing everything it needs
to survive, into a structure increasingly dependent on the city, on
the industrial production, on the modern trade.

44

„Te vei întoarce în pământ, căci din el ai fost luat; căci ţărână eşti şi în
ţărână te vei întoarce” (Bartolomeu Anania, „Geneza 3 : 19” [„Genesis
3:19”], în Biblia sau Sfânta Scriptură, (s.l), 2012, p. 1240, 23.10.2019,
available at: https://www.docdroid.net/fBqDkcs/biblia-ortodoxa-variantabartolomeu-anania.pdf
45
„Dumnezeu a creat în chip tainic, prin voinţă divină nepătrunsă, două
entităţi: familia şi aristocraţia ţărănească, adică i-a creat pe oameni să fie
liberi şi stăpâni ai pământului.” (Agerpress, „Interviu Academicianul Ilie
Bădescu: Puterea de dăinuire a satelor românești e astăzi afectată de
marile
presiuni
istorice”,
23.07.2019,
available
at:
www.agerpres.ro/cultura/2019/07/23/interviu-academicianul-iliebadescu-puterea-de-dainuire-a-satelor-romanesti-e-astazi-afectata-demarile-presiuni-istorice--345071).
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“Only for 33 % of the rural households one of the main sources of
income is the agricultural activities and about 11% from the rural
households have incomes from the nature, 37% of rural
households earn income from wage activities, 45% income from
other social benefits, about 6% from independent non-agricultural
46
activities and less than 3% are unemployed.”

There are, however, young couples who choose to seek soul
harmony in the rural cosmos because they understand the
difference between “living” and “being alive”. Until 1996, people
left the village mainly for the city. After 1996, the trend reversed.
The structure of urban and rural internal migration flows determined by the
change of domicile

The structure of urban and rural internal migration flows determined by the change of
domicile. Source: HotNews.ro, „Unde se mută românii: la oraș sau la țară? Ce arată
datele”, 25 iunie 2020, https://economie.hotnews.ro/stiri-finante_banci-24136056-undemuta-romanii-oras-sau-tara-arata-datele.htm

46

„Doar pentru 33% din gospodăriile rurale una dintre sursele principale
de venit o constituie activităţile agricole, iar aproximativ 11 % dobândesc
venituri din natură. 37 % din gospodăriile rurale realizează venituri din
activităţi salariale, 45% venituri din alte prestaţii sociale, aproximativ 6%
din activităţi neagricole independente şi sub 3% sunt şomeri.” (Ilie
Bădescu, „Puterea economică și spirituală a gospodăriei rurale în
România la sfârșit de mileniu”, în Revista de sociologie, 2006, p. 7,
24.10.2019, available at: http://www.revistadesociologie.ro/pdf-uri/nr.34-2006/ILIE%20BADESCU%20art1.pdf
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The data provided by the National Institute of Statistics
show that every year over 100,000 Romanians move from urban to
rural areas. This upward trend began after 1997 and has continued
to grow each year. If in 1990 over 27,000 people came from the
city to the village, in 1997 their number reached over 80,00047.
And in 2017, those who decided to leave the city for a life in the
countryside reached the figure of 109,000, while only 87,000
Romanians moved from villages to cities48.
An interesting phenomenon is currently undocumented but
relevant: a tendency of Romanians from the diaspora, who for
years have worked in the West and saved the money needed to buy
their own place, choose to return to the country, but not in an
urban environment, but to the countryside. This specific type of
migration is revealed by the social media group discussions, where
tens of thousands of persons tell their success relocation stories or
search advice for taking the final step49. In search of peace, quiet,
harmony and roots, young couples or retired ones choose the
natural way of life.
“Everything fits in here and it feels like you were made to live
here.” (Gabriel, 38 years old)50
47

Irina Stan, Gazeta din Vest, „Românii lasă viața de la oraș și se mută la
țară! Care sunt avantajele?”, 22 august 2019, available at:
https://gazetadinvest.ro/romanii-lasa-viata-de-la-oras-si-se-muta-la-taracare-sunt-avantajele/
48
Stirileprotv.ro, „De ce se mută tot mai mulţi români de la oraş la sat.
Vor să lanseze în curând şi un ghid”, 21 septembrie 2020, available at:
https://stirileprotv.ro/stiri/social/de-ce-se-muta-tot-mai-multi-romani-dela-oras-la-sat-vor-sa-lanseze-in-curand-si-un-ghid.html
49
For example, Facebook groups „Mutat la țară” has over 104K
members; or „Orășeni mutați la țară” over 23k members
50
„Aici totul se potrivește și parcă ție ți-e dat să trăiești aici.” Trinitas
TV, Întoarcerea la rădăcini. Bogăția spirituală, cheia spre o viață
liniștită, 06.10.2018, film available at: www.youtube.com/watch?v=auSQ
bUuMyoI
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The new home outside the city, beyond the quietness that
eases the mind, offers an independece from a financial perspective.
The modern Romanians rediscover that all they need to consume
can be produced within the household. Even more than that, they
rediscover the Romanian culture and civilization and chose to
preserve it, even benefit from it through tourism.
“Last year alone we had over 1,500 tourists here.” 51

INSTEAD OF CONCLUSIONS
The village is the place where the sentiment of longing for
home disappears; it is the place that can offer stability,
independence, harmony, even success. It even can offer a clear
picture that can put the mind and soul to rest.
Researchers at Exeter University have discovered following
an experiment that when people are shown pictures with the rural
environment, a part of the brain associated with the state of
silence, meditation, becomes more active. This does not happen if
they are shown pictures with the city, observing with the help of
the MRI that the reaction is a delayed one. Dr Ian Frampton, a
psychologist at the same University, reached a conclusion: when
we look at urban environments, the brain does a lot of processing,
because it does not recognize this environment. The reason why
the brain does not have an immediate natural response 52 was
synthesized and expressed through a young child's perspective:
“When I was a kid, I was telling my mom that the blocks are
making my eyes hurt.” (David, 12 years old)
51

„Numai anul trecut am avut aici peste 1.500 de turiști.” (Ibidem).
Japan Martin, „Rural Vs. Urban - So How Is Our Human Brain
Supposed To Deal With The Constant Onslaught”, 15.12.2012, disponibil
la adresa de internet: http://martinjapan.blogspot.com/2013/12/rural-vsurban-so-how-is-our-human.html
52
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Further and finally, we will offer a set of representative
quotes from a famous couple that chose to return to their roots and
relocate in the countryside, in order to show what was changed in
their lifestory.
A desired outcome, soul reconfiguration:
“My sleep, my walking, my vocabulary, my way of looking, my
body and soul have changed” (Cristina, 36 years old) 53

Means of introspection and of rediscovering the self:
“Learning how to make a haystack, I discovered that you have to
be very balanced. I discovered that by working physically, I
learned to balance myself.” (Gabriel, 38 years old)54

Rediscovering the idea of family:
„Here the ideea of a woman means woman and the ideea of a man
means a man, otherwise it is not possible to make it. I had to
rediscover the skirt, in order to find my true femininity. If you do
not live like a woman and you do not act like a woman, the man
next to you dies.” (Cristina, 36 years old)55

Resuming the connection with God through the wisdom of
the elders:
“My grandmother taught me that when I go somewhere else I have
to ask for God`s help saying God, please help me, or, God give a
sense to my actions, and also told me to avoid to ask God to give
53

„Mi s-a modificat, somnul, mersul, vocabularul, mi s-a modificat și
trupul și sufletul.” Trinitas TV, Întoarcerea la rădăcini. Bogăția
spirituală, cheia spre o viață liniștită, 06.10.2018, film available at: www
.youtube.com/watch?v=auSQbUuMyoI
54
„Ca să faci o căpiță de fân, am descoperit că trebuie să fii foarte
echilibrat. Am descoperit că eu muncind fizic am învățat să mă echilibrez
pe mine însumi.” (Ibidem).
55
„Aici femeia e femeie și bărbatul e bărbat, altfel putem pleca la oraș.
Eu a trebuit să recunosc fusta, pentru ca să-mi regăsesc adevărata
feminitate. Dacă nu trăiești ca o femeie și nu ești ca o femeie, bărbatul de
lângă tine moare.” (Ibidem).
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me, because that mean I am only an empty vessel.” (Cristina, 36
years old) 56

Social pedagogue by allowing children to permanently have
the maternal and paternal model in the immediate vicinity:
“Children stay 24 hours with their parents. That's how they learn.
But in the urban medium, this could not ever happen: I had to go,
Gabi as well and the evening was the only moment when we were
toghether but we were tired, nervous and we did not know what to
do first.” (Cristina, 36 years old) 57
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TOWARDS A METHODOLOGY OF ETHNOPOLITICAL COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS. THE
ROMANIANS FROM COVASNA AND HARGHITA
COUNTIES, THE ROMANIANS FROM HUNGARY
AND THE HUNGARIANS FROM ROMANIA
Augustin Poenaru 58, Ioana Drăgoi 59

ABSTRACT
In the present paper we intend to outline the relationship between ethnopolitics and its manifestations in economic, cultural, legal-administrative
levels, vectored according to the criterion of ethnic belonging, in
Harghita and Covasna counties, in the Romanian community in Hungary,
respectively in the Hungarian minority in Romania. Considering ethnopolitics as the branch of geo-politics that aims to strengthen and
propagate statehood, by supporting the ethnicity that gives them
legitimacy60, we will analyze comparatively the types of ethno-politics
practiced by the two states, Romania and Hungary, in the 3 communities
mentioned above to indicate their degree of organization, systematization
and presence in the region. Using Dimitrie Gusti’s theory of frames
(cosmic, biological, historical, and psychological) and manifestations
(cultural, economic, legal, and political) we will analyze the data gathered

58

PhDc in Sociology, University of Bucharest, Romania; E-mail contact:
augustinpoenaru@gmail.com
59
MA in Sociology, scientific researcher at the Romanian Academy,
Romania; E-mail contact: dragoi.ioanaa@gmail.com
60
Radu Baltasiu, „Direcții de presiune cu relevanță demografică. Situația
demografică în Harghita și Covasna” [„Pressure directions with
demographic relevance. Demographic situation in Harghita and
Covasna”], 2019, p. 1, ms.
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“from the field”, and try to operationalize and “frame” the ethno - policy
of the two states, outlining their main features and modes of operation.
Key-words: ethno-policy, geopolitics, Romania, Hungary.

DEFINING THE PROBLEM
It is necessary, from the beginning, to make delimitation
between the work definitions of the nation in Eastern and Western
Europe. In the first case, according to historian Ioan-Aurel Pop, the
concept of nation is based on ethnicity, while for the Western
countries the emphasis falls on statehood. In Central and SouthEastern Europe, the nation is considered an organic structure,
which was born long before the national states. Here, the main
criterion of belonging is not a political one, but an ethnical one,
and more precisely a linguistic delimitation. A special case is
represented by Hungary, which is not limited to cultivating the
ideal of linguistic and cultural unity of the Hungarian population
everywhere61, “but acts in order to reconstitute, by various means,
the political-territorial unity of the historical Hungary”62. In fact, as
we will try to demonstrate, Hungary combines, in a paradoxical
way, the two positions and attitudes, “taking advantage” of both
and outlining an ethno-politics in action, generating outcomes
which often lead to territorial claims. By cultivating the idea of the
“Trianon catastrophe” and correlating it with the message of the
need to restore the political heritage of “St. Stephen’s Crown” (the
“pearl” of this crown being Transylvania), Hungary has long
begun the policy of achieving this goal.
61

Ioan-Aurel Pop, „Cuvânt înainte” [“Forward”] in Baltasiu Radu,
Săpunaru Gabriel, Bulumac Ovidiana, Slăbirea comunității românești din
Harghita-Covasna [Weakening of the Romanian community in HarghitaCovasna], București, Editura Etnopolitică, 2013, p. 6.
62
„acționează în vederea reconstituirii, prin varii mijloace, a unității
politico-teritoriale a Ungariei istorice”. (Ibidem).
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Inheriting since the Middle Ages a master type of mentality,
“being born elitistly from the nucleus called Hungarian nobility”63,
this materialized through school textbooks, advertising, literature
etc. in the form of the phrase „Hungarians - those who civilized the
Carpathian basin”. Romanians, like the other peoples close to
Hungary (Ruthenians, Serbs, Bulgarians, Slovaks, Croats) are
presented as inferior and “unable to build culture and
civilization”64.
Regardless of the geo-political context in which the
Hungarian village was located and of the main ideological trends,
this policy was guided by the ethnic factor.
“Appeared by assimilating the dominant European idea, by
fulfilling its role of substitute at the frontiers of civilization, such a
state exists through a permanent ideological change, according to
the dominant continental ideological paradigm. The constant axis,
however, of the substitution state is its ethnic project”65.

CONCEPTUAL CLARIFICATIONS AND HYPOTHESIS
FORMULATION
According to sociologist Radu Baltasiu, the concept of
ethno-politics represents “that part of geopolitics that aims to
consolidate and propagate statehood, by supporting the ethnicity

63

„fiind născută în mod elitar din nucleul numit nobilime ungară”.
(Ibidem, p. 7).
64
„incapabili de a clădi cultură și civilizație” (Ibidem).
65
„Apărut prin asimilarea ideii europene dominante, prin îndeplinirea
rolului de substitut al acesteia la frontierele civilizației, un astfel de stat
există printr-o modificare ideologică permanentă, în funcție de paradigma
ideologică continentală dominantă. Axul constant, însă, al statului de
substituție este proiectul său etnic.” (Ibidem).
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that offers legitimacy”66. Another definition is the one provided by
Levente Salat who argues that ethno-politics is:
“A branch of discipline in the political sciences that deals with
the relationship between politics and ethnicity, both in terms of
the impact that ethnicity exerts on political processes, as well as
how politics influences forms of manifestation of ethnicity. In
general terms, ethno-politics studies the political consequences
67
of diversity” .

Considering the two definitions we can outline a first
hypothesis: the Hungarian ethno-policy is systematized compared
to the Romanian one which can be characterized through
abandonment, withdrawal.
Another important concept is the one of symbolic power
which represents a
“(...) component of the community life, it is the internal tension
that holds toghether very different people who do not know each

66

„acea ramură a geopoliticii care are ca obiect consolidarea și
propagarea statalității, prin susținerea etniei care îi conferă legitimitate”
(Radu Baltasiu, „Direcții de presiune cu relevanță demografică. Situația
demografică în Harghita și Covasna” [“Pressure directions with
demographic relevance. Demographic situation in Harghita and
Covasna”], 2019, p. 1, ms.)
67
„o disciplină de ramură în cadrul științelor politice care se ocupă cu
relația dintre politică și etnicitate, atât sub aspectul impactului pe care
etnicitatea îl exercită asupra proceselor politice, cât și al modului în care
politica influențează formele de manifestare ale etnicității. În termeni
generali, etno-politica studiază consecințele politice ale diversității.”
(Levente Salat, „Etnopolitică, note de curs” [„Ethnopolitics, course
notes”],
Universitatea
Babeș
Boyai,
2015-2016,
https://moodle.fspac.ubbcluj.ro/pluginfile.php/25058/course/overviewfile
s/Suport_de_curs_Etnopolitica_2015-2016.pdf?forcedownload=1,
accessed September 2019.
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other. The symbolic power is a factor of affirmation, but also of
68
community protection” .

Thus, the second hypothesis of the present paper is:
Hungarians, by imposing symbolic powers, determine the overaffirmation of the Maghiarophone community to the detriment of
the Romanian community frames, weakening them until their
disappearance.

THEORY
Starting from the geopolitics of the Carpathian basin we will
try to highlight the manifestation framework of the Hungarian
ethno-politics and the Romanian ethno-politics that we will
analyze comparatively. Following the achievement of the two
goals of Hungarian geopolitics, namely the ethnic reproduction of
Hungarians in the Carpathian basin and the imposition of ethnic
suprematism, we believe that one of its effects can be manifested
by despiritualizing the border, more precisely by reducing the
cooperation activities between Romanians and Hungarians.
The Carpathian basin geopolitics
The Hungarian geopolitical paradigm represents an idea that
belongs to the foreign expansionary geopolitics and was called by
its founders “the Carpathian Basin geopolitics”. From the
Hungarian perspective, the Carpathian basin's geopolitics
represents first and foremost a “process”69 started at the end of the
18th century and which continues to this day. This constant process
68

„(..) componentă a vieții comunitare, este tensiunea internă care ține la
un loc oameni foarte diferiți şi care nu se cunosc între ei. Puterea
simbolică este factor de afirmare, dar şi de protecție a comunității.” (Radu
Baltasiu, Gabriel Săpunaru, Ovidiana Bulumac, op. cit, p. 95.)
69
Ibidem, p. 14.
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has as imperative the ethnic reproduction of the Hungarians in the
Carpathian basin and the imposition of ethnic suprematism 70 .
Thus, the rise of the “Hungarian political nation” appears as a final
goal of this geopolitics, the territory in which the process of
imposing it operates with “ideological, political and action centers
in the field”71, having as propagating vectors of this geopolitics:
Church, School and Administration.
The spiritualization of borders
Sociologist Ilie Badescu argues that a border can be
spiritualized through the contact between the two populations, that
is, by increasing the activities that lead to their cooperation.
However, through autonomous actions it can lead to a
“despiritualization” of the border.
From the perspective of border science, one of the most
important technique by which a country is annihilated is: the
technique of “social minorities” (and ethnicities):
“Social minorities adopt various identities strategies including
the strategy of defining identity through isolation and / or
72
exclusion, as well as even through aggression” .

This technique can be used in two situations: 1. when a
minority wants to be autonomous and it adopts an internal border
strategy that will reduce cooperation with other people or 2. where
a minority wants to be a part of another unit and adopts the
strategy of the “inner border with the local community and the
strategy of annihilating the outer border with the reference

70

Ibidem, p. 15
„centre ideologice, politice și de acțiune în teren”. (Ibidem. p. 18).
72
„minorităților sociale”(și etnice): „Minoritățile sociale adoptă diverse
strategii identitare între care și strategia definirii identitare prin izolarea
și/sau excluderea, ba chiar prin agresivitate.” (Ibidem, p. 314).
71
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community” 73 . An example in this regard may be the case that
occurred in 2011 in which the main magyar party in Romania,
UDMR, threatened with civil disobedience. According to the
statement of the Szekler National Council:
“All citizens, all the authorities of the local public administration
in the Szeklerland must protest resolutely and prepare even for
civic disobedience, street demonstrations, making the Romanian
government understand: this is not something that can be done
74
with Szekler Land!” .

DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS
In order to collect the objective data “from the field”, we
will use the theory of frames (cosmic biological, historical,
pyhological) and manifestations (cultural, economic, legal,
political) of Dimitrie Gusti, and then we will analyze
comparatively the ethno-politics of the two states, outlining their
main features and operating modes.
The cosmic frame
According to the 2011 census data, the number of
Hungarians in Romania is higher in the Center region (674,436
people) compared to the other development regions of the
73

„graniței interioare cu comunitatea locală și strategia anihilării graniței
exterioare cu comunitatea de referință”. (Ibidem, p. 316).
74
„Toți cetățenii, toate autoritățile administrației publice locale din
Ținutul Secuiesc trebuie să protesteze hotărât şi să se pregătească chiar şi
la nesupunere civică, demonstrații stradale, făcând guvernul României să
înțeleagă: așa ceva nu se poate face cu Ținutul Secuiesc!” 74 (Negoiță
Sorina, 2011, “The Szekler National Council threatens civil disobedience,
if the regionalization proposed by the PDL is adopted. Boc: UDMR is not
the only governing partner”, available at: https://cursdeguvernare.ro/consi
liul-national-secuiesc-ameninta-nesupunere-civica-daca-se-adoptaregionalizarea-propusa-de-pdl-boc-udmr-nu-e-singurul-partener-deguvernare.html, accessed September 2019).
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country 75 . As mentioned above, it can be confirmed that the
“Carpathian basin”, in Hungarian acceptance, “it is not simply a
territory but an area of ethnic interest” 76 . In comparison, the
Romanians from Hungary are geographically located in the eastern
part of the country (near the border with Romania)77.
Regarding the Romanian community from Covasna and
Harghita counties, where we have a majority population at national
level but a minority at the local one 78 , we can mention that in
Covasna county the great majority of Romanians is concentrated in
the southwest part of the county, and in Harghita county the vast
majority of Romanians are concentrated in the northern area79.
A rational ethno-politics for Romanians in the eastern part of
Hungary can be represented by encouraging community
interactions between Romanians from Eastern Hungary with
Romanians from the western border counties of Romania (Timiş,
Arad, Bihor, Satu Mare) in order to attract and integrate them in
the Romanian community space.
Biological framework
According to the 2011 census data, in Romania live
1,227,623 Hungarians (6.10% of the total population of the
75

INS, 2011 Census results: Tab7. Stable population by sex, by ethnicity
- categories of localities, macroregions, development regions and
counties, available at: www.recensamantromania.ro/rezultate-2/, accessed
July 2019.
76
„Bazinul carpatic”, în accepțiunea maghiară, nu este pur şi simplu un
teritoriu”. (Radu Baltasiu, Gabriel Săpunaru, Ovidiana Bulumac, op. cit,
p. 14).
77
Romanian Embassy in Hungary, The Romanian community in
Hungary, https://budapesta.mae.ro/node/797, accessed July 2019.
78
Radu Baltasiu, Gabriel Săpunaru, Ovidiana Bulumac, op. cit, p. 14.
79
INS, 2011 Census results: Tab. 8 Stable population by ethnicity counties, municipalities, cities, municipalities, www.recensamantromania
.ro/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/sR_Tab_8.xls, accessed August 2019.
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country) 80 compared to Hungary where 26.345 Romanians are
registered (0.27% of the total population of Hungary)81. Regarding
Covasna and Harghita counties, 84,217 Romanians live here
(16.16% of the total population of the two counties): in Covasna
county - 45,021 (21,4% of the total county population); in Harghita
county - 39,196 (12.6% of the total population of the county)82.
Lately, the Hungarian Government chose to pay particular
attention to the Hungarian family. Thus, in the last seven years, the
financial allocations to this field have been doubled, reaching two
trillion HUF, that is 4.9 of the GDP83. Compared to the European
average, this percentage is twice as high as in the rest of the
European Union countries (2.55%) 84 . During all this time, the
Romanian Government did not notice itself with systematic
policies to support the Romanian family in the country or outside
the borders, but only with limited and unsupported initiatives.
Next, we will present a comparison of the policies of the
Hungarian and Romania Governments in order to better highlight
their ethno-political measures regarding family support.
80

INS, 2011 Census results: Tab7. Stable population by sex, by ethnicity
- categories of localities, macroregions, development regions and
counties, available at: http://www.recensamantromania.ro/rezultate-2/ ,
accessed July 2019. The mentioned percentages were calculated using the
census data.
81
National Statistics Office of Hungary, 2011, Nationality data:
Population by nationality and sex, available at: www.ksh.hu/nepszamlala
s/tablak_nemzetiseg , accessed August 2019.
82
INS, 2011 Census results: Tab. 8 Stable population by ethnicity counties, municipalities, cities, municipalities, available at: www.recensa
mantromania.ro/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/sR_Tab_8.xls,
accessed
August 2019.
83
Cornel Spiru, “Year 2018 was declared the year of families in
Hungary”, 21.12.2017, available at: http://www.rador.ro/2017/12/21/anul
-2018-a-fost-declarat-anul-familiilor-in-ungaria/, accessed August 2019.
84
Ibidem.
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The Government of Hungary
The maternity allowance, offered
only once, in the amount of 2,25
times higher than the minimum
monthly pension (about 200 euros),
or 3 times higher (about 260 euros)
if twins are born. This first program
also
benefits
children
with
Hungarian citizenship or certificate
of Hungarian origin from the
neighboring states of Hungary85.
„Child care allowance (CSED),
offered during the first six months
of maternity leave, amounting to
70% of the average income of the
last year”87.

„Child care benefit (GYED) mother or father can receive this
benefit until when the child turns 2
years old (in the case of twins, until
they turn 3 years old), and the
85

The Government of Romania
Granting RON 2.000 for each
newborn measure valid only for
Bucharest86.

The “Materna” Voucher program
is only for pregnant women in
Bucharest. They receive after
submitting a file two tranches of
the voucher worth 1000 lei. These
vouchers are intended for payment
of medicines and medical services
during pregnancy88.
The granting of financial incentive
for setting up families worth 1500
lei only In Bucharest, those who
submit the file must fulfill the
following conditions: „at least one

Știri pentru Viață, “Hungarian pro-life and pro-family policies”,
25.06.2018, available at: https://stiripentruviata.ro/politicile-pro-viata-sipro-familie-din-ungaria/, accessed August 2019.
86
Valentin Gros, “Bucharest City Hall grants 2,500 lei for each newborn”, 08.06.2017, available at: www.capital.ro/primaria-bucurestiacorda-2500-de-lei-pentru-fiecare-nou-nascut.html, accessed Aug. 2019
87
„Alocația pentru îngrijirea copilului (CSED), oferită în primele șase
luni de concediu maternal, în cuantum de 70% din venitul mediu din
ultimul an.” (Știri pentru Viață, “Hungarian pro-life and pro-family
policies”, 25.06.2018, available at: https://stiripentruviata.ro/politicilepro-viata-si-pro-familie-din-ungaria/, accessed August 2019).
88
DGASMB, “Materna Voucher Office and Financial Support”, available
at: https://www.dgas.ro/voucher-materna/, accessed August 2019.
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amount is 70% of the average
income of the last year, within the
limit of a maximum ceiling set at
double the minimum wage in the
economy. In the first year of the
child's growth, the incumbent is not
allowed to work, but starting in the
second year, he can work with any
norm he wants, without losing the
benefit. The students who are
mothers receive a fixed amount
established by From January 1,
2018, it was increased to 300 euros
per month for undergraduate
students, respectively 390 euros for
master's students, until the child
turns two”89.
89

of the spouses is at the first
marriage; at least one of the
spouses has their domicile or
residence visa within the radius of
the Bucharest municipality, at
least 6 months before the
application is submitted; at least
one of the spouses is between the
ages of 18-35; not to have unpaid
debts to the local budget”90.

„Beneficiu pentru îngrijirea copilului (GYED) – mama sau tata poate
primi acest beneficiu până când copilul împlinește 2 ani (în caz de
gemeni, până când împlinesc 3 ani), iar cuantumul este de 70% din media
veniturilor din ultimul an, în limita unui plafon maxim stabilit la dublul
salariului minim pe economie. Din acest cuantum se deduc impozitul pe
venit și contribuția pentru pensie. În primul an de creșterea copilului,
titularul nu are voie să muncească, dar începând din al doilea an, poate
lucra cu orice normă vrea, fără să piardă beneficiul. Studentele care sunt
mame primesc o sumă fixă stabilită prin lege. De la 1 ianuarie 2018,
aceasta a fost mărită la 300 de euro pe lună pentru studentele la licență,
respectiv 390 de euro pentru studentele la master, până când copilul
împlinește doi ani.” (Știri pentru Viață, “Hungarian pro-life and profamily policies”, 25.06.2018, available at: https://stiripentruviata.ro/politi
cile-pro-viata-si-pro-familie-din-ungaria/, accessed August 2019).
90
„cel puțin unul dintre soți se află la prima căsătorie; cel puțin unul
dintre soți are domiciliul sau viza de reședință pe raza municipiului
București, cu cel puțin 6 luni înainte de depunerea cererii; cel puțin unul
dintre soți are vârsta cuprinsă între 18-35 ani; sa nu aibă datorii
neeșalonate către bugetul local” (Youth Center of Bucharest, The
financial incentive for the establishment of families, available at:
https://ctmb.eu/?p=358, accessed August 2019).
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„Childcare allowance (GYES) - the
non-taxable monthly fixed amount
granted to parents of children in
their third year of life. It is
equivalent to the minimum pension
on the economy and from it is
deducted the contribution of 10%
for the pension. Persons who have
not worked before the birth of the
child receive this indemnity from
birth and until the child turns 3.”91
„Support for child-raising (GYET) fixed amount benefit for families
with three children up, with the
youngest being between three and
eight years old. It can be granted
either to the mother or to the father,
has the amount equivalent to the
minimum pension per economy (of
which 10% the contribution to the
pension is withheld), and the holder
can work up to 30 h/week or at any
time, if he works from home”93
91

State allowance. Children from the
age of 0-2 (with an amount of 300
lei / month) benefit from the state
allowance; 2-18 years (with an
amount of 150 lei / month) 92.

Monthly leave and childcare
allowance:
„Benefits
from
childcare leave, as well as a
monthly allowance in the amount
of 85% of the average income
earned over the last 12 months of
the last 2 years prior to the child's
birth, the persons who made
professional income subject to
income tax according to the
provisions of Law no. 571/2003
regarding the Fiscal Code. ”94

„Indemnizația de creștere a copilului (GYES) – sumă fixă lunară
neimpozabilă acordată părinților de copii aflați în al treilea an de viață.
Echivalează cu pensia minimă pe economie și din ea se deduce
contribuția de 10% pentru pensie. Persoanele care nu au lucrat înainte de
nașterea copilului primesc această indemnizație de la naștere și până când
copilul împlinește trei ani.” (Știri pentru Viață, “Hungarian pro-life and
pro-family policies”, 25.06.2018, https://stiripentruviata.ro/politicile-proviata-si-pro-familie-din-ungaria/, accessed August 2019).
92
Bucharest Sector 5 City Hall, State allowance, child rearing allowance,
financial incentive for insertion, available at: www.sector5.ro/utile/actenecesareghid/alocatie-de-statindemnizatie-de-crestere-acopiluluistimulent-de-insertie/, accessed August 2019.
93
„Sprijinul pentru creșterea copilului (GYET) – beneficiu în cuantum fix
pentru familiile care au de la trei copii în sus, cu cel mai mic având vârsta
între trei și opt ani. Poate fi acordat fie mamei, fie tatălui, are cuantumul
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„The child-raising allowance and
the school-first financial support is
paid monthly to all families with
children up to the age of six, and
the second to all families who have
sent children to school, as long as
the children are in school, until the
child turns 20 (23 years for students
with disabilities). In a family with
one child the amount was around
2015 about 40 euros a month,
increasing with the number of
children. Parents alone receive
monthly a higher amount: 99% of
Hungarian families receive this type
of
financial
support,
which
represents the largest budget
expenditure. ”95

The insertion stimulant „is in the
amount of 650 lei / month up to
the age of 3 years (4 years for the
disabled child). In the situation
where the entitled person realizes
income subject to tax at least 60
days before the child reaches the
age of 2 years, respectively 3
years, in the case of the child with
disability, including the period
provided for in art. 11 paragraph
1, lit. a) from O.U.G. no.
111/2010, the insertion incentive
is granted until the child reaches
the age of 3 years, respectively 4
years, in the case of the disabled
child. ”96

echivalent cu al pensiei minime pe economie (din care se reține 10%
contribuția la pensie), iar titularul poate lucra până la 30 de ore pe
săptămână sau oricât, dacă lucrează de acasă.” (Știri pentru Viață,
“Hungarian pro-life and pro-family policies”, 25.06.2018, available at:
https://stiripentruviata.ro/politicile-pro-viata-si-pro-familie-din-ungaria/,
accessed August 2019).
94
„Beneficiază de concediu pentru creșterea copilului, precum și de o
indemnizație lunară în cuantum de 85% din media veniturilor realizate pe
ultimele 12 luni din ultimii 2 ani anteriori datei nașterii copilului,
persoanele care au realizat venituri profesionale supuse impozitului pe
venit potrivit prevederilor Legii nr. 571/2003 privind Codul fiscal”
(Bucharest Sector 5 City Hall, State allowance, child rearing allowance,
financial incentive for insertion, available at: www.sector5.ro/utile/actenecesareghid/alocatie-de-statindemnizatie-de-crestere-acopiluluistimulent-de-insertie/, accessed August 2019).
95
„Alocația pentru creșterea copilului și sprijinul financiar școlar – prima
se plătește lunar tuturor familiilor cu copii care au vârsta de până la șase
ani, iar a doua tuturor familiilor care și-au trimis copii la școală, atât timp
cât copiii sunt în școală, până când copilul împlinește 20 de ani (23 de ani
pentru studenții cu dizabilități). La o familie cu un copil cuantumul era în
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„Filing taxes for newly married
couples - newly married couples In
which at least one member is at the
first marriage, they receive a tax
reduction in the amount of
approximately 15 euros per month
for two years.97”

A draft law initiated by PNR in
the Parliament of Romania,
through which the Authority will
be constituted National3 for
Children and Youth), responsible
for this project, according to
which children who were born
after January 1, 2018 could have
received at the age of 18 the sum
of 10,000 euros from the
Romanian state98.

2015 în jur de aproximativ 40 de euro pe lună, crescând odată cu numărul
copiilor. Părinții singuri primesc și ei lunar o sumă mai mare. Un procent
de 99% din familiile maghiare primesc acest tip de sprijin financiar, care
reprezintă cea mai mare cheltuială de la buget.” (Știri pentru Viață,
“Hungarian pro-life and pro-family policies”, 25.06.2018, available
at: https://stiripentruviata.ro/politicile-pro-viata-si-pro-familie-dinungaria/, accessed August 2019).
96
„este în cuantum de 650 lei/lună până la vârsta 3 ani (4 ani pentru
copilul cu dizabilitate). În situația în care persoana îndreptățită realizează
venituri supuse impozitului cu cel puțin 60 de zile înainte de împlinirea
de către copil a vârstei de 2 ani, respectiv 3 ani, în cazul copilului cu
dizabilitate, incluzând și perioada prevăzută la art. 11 alin. 1, lit. a) din
O.U.G. nr. 111/2010, stimulentul de inserție se acordă până la împlinirea
de către copil a vârstei de 3 ani, respectiv 4 ani, în cazul copilului cu
handicap.” (Bucharest Sector 5 City Hall, State allowance, child rearing
allowance, financial incentive for insertion, available at: http://www.sect
or5.ro/utile/acte-necesareghid/alocatie-de-statindemnizatie-de-crestere-acopiluluistimulent-de-insertie/, accessed August 2019).
97
„Scutirea de impozite pentru proaspăt căsătoriți – cuplurile proaspăt
căsătorite în care cel puțin un membru este la prima căsătorie primesc o
reducere de impozit în cuantum de aproximativ 15 euro pe lună timp de
doi ani.” (Știri pentru Viață, “Hungarian pro-life and pro-family
policies”, 25.06.2018, available at: https://stiripentruviata.ro/politicilepro-viata-si-pro-familie-din-ungaria/, accessed August 2019).
98
A1.ro, “Do you have a baby born after this date? The state gives you
money! The amount is huge! See how you can get the money”,
06.02.2018, available at: https://a1.ro/news/economic/ai-un-copil-nascut-
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„Reducing the tax base for parents benefits both parents, starting on the
91st day of pregnancy, is 30 euros
per month for parents with one
child, 60 euros per month for
parents with two children and 100
euros per month for parents with
three or more. ”99
„Hungarians who have a child thus
earn 13% more than those without
children, plus the lower prices for
utilities (gas, water, heating,
electricity, tightening. ”100
„Suspension, substantial reduction
or deletion of the study loan - first
quarter of the first pregnancy,
women benefit from a suspension
of the rates of return of the study
loan; in the case of the second child,
50% of the amount of the study
loan that the woman must return to
the state is deleted; in the case of
the third child, the state completely
clears the debt related to the study
loan that the woman made. ”101
dupa-aceasta-data-statul-iti-da-bani-suma-e-uriasa-vezi-cum-poti-intra-inposesia-banilor-id730413.html, accessed August 2019.
99
Reducerea bazei de impozitare pentru părinți – beneficiază de ea ambii
părinți, începând din a 91-a zi de sarcină. Este în cuantum de 30 de euro
pe lună pentru părinții cu un copil, 60 de euro pe lună pentru părinții cu
doi copii și 100 euro pe lună pentru părinții cu trei sau mai mulți copii.”
(Ibidem).
100
Maghiarii care au un copil câștigă astfel cu 13% mai mult decât cei
fără copii. La acestea se adaugă scăderea prețurilor la utilități (gaze, apă,
termoficare, electricitate, strângerea gunoiului).” (Ibidem).
101
„Suspendarea, reducerea substanțială sau ștergerea împrumutului de
studii – în primul trimestru al primei sarcini, femeile beneficiază de o
suspendare a ratelor de returnare a împrumutului de studii; la al doilea
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„Reduction of mortgage loans - the
state ensures a 3,000 euro reduction
of the mortgage loan made by one
family for every third child born in
the respective family (even though
the oldest of the children has
already turned 18) ”102.
„Preferential pensions for women
and eliminating the age restriction
for retirement - if a woman has
worked for 40 years, she can retire
without a minimum age restriction.
To this are added preferential
pensions, with the purpose,
explained by Minister Katalyn
Novak, of recognizing women
multiple contributions to society
and giving them the opportunity to
support families through the care of
their grandchildren. ”103
„The baby-government obligation,
through the State Treasury, granted
about 137 euros at the birth of the
child, in a deposit that has maturity
copil, se șterge 50% din cuantumul împrumutului de studii pe care femeia
trebuie să-l returneze statului; la al treilea copil, statul șterge cu totul
datoria aferentă împrumutului de studii pe care femeia l-a făcut.”
(Ibidem).
102
„Reducerea creditelor ipotecare – statul asigură o reducere cu 3.000 de
euro a creditului ipotecar făcut de o familie pentru fiecare al treilea copil
născut în familia respectivă (chiar dacă cel mai mare dintre copii a
împlinit deja 18 ani).” (Ibidem).
103
„Pensii preferențiale pentru femei și eliminarea restricției de vârstă
pentru pensionare – Dacă o femeie a muncit 40 de ani, se poate pensiona
fără restricție de vârstă minimă. La aceasta se adaugă pensii preferențiale,
cu scopul, explicat de ministrul Katalyn Novak, de „a le recunoaște
femeilor contribuțiile multiple la societate și a le da ocazia să sprijine
familiile prin îngrijirea nepoților lor.” (Ibidem).
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when the child turns 18 and is
exempt from fees and commissions.
Monthly deposits from parents are
encouraged, which the state awards
10% annually. This program also
benefits children with Hungarian
citizenship
or
certificate
of
Hungarian origin from neighboring
countries of Hungary, Romania and
Slovakia”104.
„State loans with preferential
interest for the purchase or
construction of housing - on the
first non-refundable grant in excess
of 30,000 euros ( 10 million forint),
Hungarian families who have or
plan to have three children in care
(up to 25 years old, if they are
students; they can also be adopted
children), receive a loan in value as
much as the value of the nonrefundable grant. At this loan the
interest rate is fixed at 3%. Also, if
it is a new home, the state returns
the VAT difference from 27% to
5% - a measure meant to stimulate
real estate and construction.105”
104

„Obligațiunea bebelușului – guvernul, prin Trezoreria de Stat, acordă
aproximativ 137 de euro la nașterea copilului, într-un depozit care are
maturitatea când copilul împlinește 18 ani și care este scutit de taxe și
comisioane. Se încurajează depuneri lunare din partea părinților, pe care
statul la premiază anual cu 10%. De acest program beneficiază și copii cu
cetățenie maghiară sau certificat de origine maghiară din statele vecine
Ungariei, România și Slovacia.” (Ibidem).
105
„Împrumuturi de stat cu dobânzi preferențiale pentru achiziționarea
sau construcția de locuințe – Pe lângă grantul nereturnabil în valoare de
peste 30.000 de euro (10 milioane de forinți), familiile maghiare care au
sau plănuiesc să aibă trei copii în îngrijire (cu vârste de până la 25 de ani,
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„State grants for the purchase or
construction of houses - families
who have at least three children or
plan to give birth (or adopt) the
third (previous children can be over
18) receive a non-refundable grant
from the state (CSOK) worth over
30.000 euros (from 3.5 times the
average annual salary) for a newly
built dwelling, the beneficiaries
must be married, have a job, have a
tax called a period. Families with
two children benefit from a grant of
8.000 euros, and those with a child
of 1.800 euros.106”

Thus, while the Hungarian Government is helping through
its policies the demographic growth of its people, in particular
supporting the ethnic reproduction of the Hungarians in the
Carpathian basin, the Government of Romania is entering a race
of indifference regarding the support of the Romanian family and
the demographic growth, a serious problem facing in recent years.
The few measures that the state official applied in Bucharest
prove that the Romanian family needs this financial support from
dacă aceștia sunt studenți; pot fi și copii adoptați), primesc un împrumut
în valoare de tot pe atât cât valoarea grantului nereturnabil. La acest
împrumut dobânda este fixă, de 3%. De asemenea, dacă este vorba despre
o casă nouă, statul le returnează diferența de TVA de la 27% la 5% –
măsură menită să stimuleze totodată și construcțiile imobiliare.” (Ibidem)
106
Granturi de stat pentru achiziționarea sau construcția de locuințe –
Familiile care au cel puțin trei copii sau plănuiesc să-l nască (sau să-l
adopte) pe al treilea (copiii anteriori pot avea și peste 18 ani) primesc un
grant nereturnabil de la stat (CSOK) în valoare de peste 30.000 de euro
(de 3,5 ori salariul mediu anual) pentru o locuință nou construită.
Beneficiarii trebuie să fie căsătoriți, să aibă loc de muncă, să fi contribuit
cu taxe o numită perioadă. Familiile care au doi copii beneficiază de un
grant de 8.000 de euro, iar cele cu un copil de 1.800 de euro.” (Ibidem).
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the state, and the programs must be developed mainly in the area
of the Carpathian basin where we are confronted with a powerful
Hungarian model of ethnic reproduction.
Cultural manifestation
According to Radu Baltasiu, “the only institutional formulas
that protect the Romanian community life are the Church and the
School”. However, the Orthodox Church has much more logistical
support in the territory, while the school gradually loses its role,
which is at the disposal of the non-Romanian local authorities.
During this time, the Hungarian community functions as an
imagined community, by framing local communities in the
expanding ideology of the Carpathian Basin. „In other words, the
state is founded on a false community in which tradition would be
nothing more than an ideological imaginary.”107
Religion
According to the 2011 census, the majority of Hungarians in
Romania are reformed: 563,611 people (45.91% of all Hungarians
in Romania)108. Most Romanians in Hungary are Catholics, 11,085

107

„Singurele formule instituționale care mai protejează viața comunitară
românească sunt Biserica şi Școala. Biserica ortodoxă are însă nevoie de
mult mai mult suport logistic în teritoriu, în timp ce școala își pierde
treptat rolul, fiind la îndemâna autorităților locale neromânești. În acest
timp, comunitatea maghiară funcționează ca şi comunitate imaginată,
prin încadrarea comunităților locale în ideologia expansionară a
„bazinului carpatic”. Cu alte cuvinte, statul se întemeiază pe o falsă
comunitate în care tradiția nu ar fi altceva decât un imaginar ideologic.”
(Radu Baltasiu, Gabriel Săpunaru, Ovidiana Bulumac, op. cit, p. 26.)
108
INS, 2011 Census results: Tab. 14 Population by ethnicity and
religion categories of localities and counties, available at: www.recensa
mantromania.ro/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/vol2_t14.xls,
accessed
August 2019.
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people (31.109% of the total Romanian population in Hungary)109.
As far as the situation in Covasna and Harghita counties is
concerned, this is a concern if we study the church registers. The
Bishop Andrei of Covasna and Harghita couties declared at the
beginning of 2019:
“Requesting the reports of the protopopians from the 4
Protopopiates of our Episcopate, I was left with great pain in my
soul. I asked the state institutions to give me a census, which
they could not give me, because the Romanian state, from 2011,
could not do a census. Do you know how much we have fallen?
Currently we have 50,030 Romanian believers. Our Diocese
dropped by 30,000. I wonder, if we go at this rate, where will we
110
get to?” .

Could we speak of a religious assimilation of Romanians by
the Hungarians? However, having no statistical data more recent
than 2011 we cannot support this hypothesis, but realizing a brief
foray in history, we remember Unio Trium Nationum. An
agreement by which the Romanians were completely eliminated
from the socio-political life of Transylvania 582 years ago. The
agreement was concluded between the Hungarian nobility, Saxons,
Szeklers and the Catholic clergy and provided for the complete
109

The Romanian Embassy in Hungary, The Romanian Community in
Hungary, available at: https://budapesta.mae.ro/node/797, accessed
August 2019.
110
„Cerând rapoartele protopopilor din cele 4 Protopopiate ale Episcopiei
noastre, am rămas cu o durere mare în suflet. Am cerut instituțiilor
statului să îmi dea un recensământ, pe care nu au putut să mi-l dea, pentru
că statul român, din 2011, nu a mai putut să facă un recensământ. Știți cu
cât am scăzut? Actualmente avem 50.030 de credincioși români. Cu
30.000 a scăzut Episcopia noastră. Mă întreb, dacă mergem în ritmul
acesta, unde vom ajunge?(Iulia Drăghici Taraș, “Exodus of Romanians
from Covasna and Harghita cause concern”, 28.02.2029, available at:
https://covasnamedia.ro/stirea-zilei/exodul-romanilor-din-covasna-siharghita-provoaca-ingrijorare, accessed September 2019.)
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elimination of other nationalities from the political and social life
of Transylvania. Thus, the Romanians from Transylvania were
considered, according to the provisions included in the act Unio
Trium Nationum (Fraterna Unio), a “tolerated” nation, this status
being officially maintained for more than three and a half
centuries, until the abolition of the slavery and the medieval
political system111.
Suppose that this Hungarian religious minority demands
territorial autonomy on ethnic grounds. In this case, as mentioned
in the book Sociology and geopolitics of the border, it will become
an exclusive minority in relation to the state and will reduce to
zero transactions (contacts) with the rest of the population, so that
such a minority will generalize the border in all areas of virtual
contact with the majority. It is a typical example of border
depiritualization. In these cases, the contacts with the respective
minority can no longer be the consequence of the free individual
initiative, but of a norm of collective approval, emanating from the
respective ethnic community112.
School
In the study entitled The weakening of the Romanian
communities in Harghita-Covasna counties, conducted by Prof.
Radu Baltasiu in 2010, it is mentioned that:
111

Cosmin Țîntă, “September 16: 582 years since Unio Trium Nationum,
the convention by which the Romanians were completely eliminated from
the social-political life of Transylvania”, 15.09.2019, available at:
www.activenews.ro/cultura-istorie/16-septembrie-579-de-ani-de-la%e2%80%9eUnio-Trium-Nationum-intelegerea-prin-care-romanii-eraucomplet-eliminati-din-viata-social-politica-a-Transilvaniei-136507,
accessed September 2019.
112
Bădescu Ilie, Dungaciu Dan, Cristea Sandra, Degeratu Claudiu,
Baltasiu Radu, „Sociologia și geopolitica frontierei” [Sociology and
geopolitics of the border], vol I, Bucuresti, Ed. Floarea Albastră, p. 314.
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“the main source of inter-community tension identified is the
separation of formal education on an ethnic basis, and the main
problem is that education becomes a cleavage factor and not an
integration factor, which is in contradiction with its purpose. The
education in the school, differentiated between the Hungarian
and the Romanian children, can only increase the social distance
113
between the two communities” .

In 2017, the director of the Hungarian Theological High
School in Târgu-Mureș abolished the Romanian classes in the
educational unit. This unit was supported by the Budapest
Government, Hungarian politicians and non-governmental
organizations of Romanian Hungarians although its establishment
raises legal issues.
“The Gouvernment from Budapest summoned the Romanian
ambassador and through it he informed the government from
Bucharest that Hungary withdraws its support for Romania's
accession to the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development due to the problems of the Hungarian Theological
High School in Târgu-Mureș”114.

113

„Principala sursă de tensiune intercomunitară identificată este
separarea educației formale pe criteriu etnic, iar problema principală este
că educația devine factor de clivaj şi nu de integrare, ceea ce este în
contradicție cu menirea sa. Educația în școală, realizată diferențiat între
copiii maghiari și cei români nu poate decât să accentueze distanța socială
dintre cele două comunități.” (Radu Baltasiu, Gabriel Săpunaru, Ovidiana
Bulumac, op. cit, pp. 22-23).
114
„Guvernul de la Budapesta l-a convocat pe ambasadorul României și
prin el a transmis guvernului de la București că Ungaria își retrage
sprijinul pentru aderarea României la Organizația pentru Cooperare și
Dezvoltare Economică din cauza problemelor Liceului Teologic Maghiar
din Târgu-Mureș” (Marius Diaconescu, 2017, “While Hungary threatens
Romania for a Hungarian high school, all Romanian schools are closed in
Ukraine, and Bucharest says it is satisfied!”, available at: https://adevarul.
ro/news/eveniment/In-timp-ungariaameninta-romania-liceu-unguresc-
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Another example in highlighting the cleavage policy is the
one from 2018, from the Imre High School in Odorheiul Secuiesc
where the teachers tought the Hungarian students how the map of
Greater Hungary looks like. According to the Harghita Newspaper:
“With much involvement the teachers explained to the children
that in fact the area where they are belongs to Hungary and that
Romania would be much smaller and should be much smaller in
the future”115.

Thus, in a Romanian state school, Hungarian students are
educated to deny the territory of the country in which they live.
Regarding the financial support of the study programs, we
observe the same policy focused on the Hungarian ethnic factor in
comparison with the Romanian state which has no provision in this
direction. Moreover, Hungarian politics aims to absorb in its
sphere of influence not only ethnic Hungarians but other
ethnicities. Apparently a gesture of democratization, in essence
this policy aims to promote Hungarian culture and language,
focusing on the superiority of Hungarians over the other ethnic
groups in the Carpathian basin and on the reinvention of history.
The Government of Hungary
Scholarships granted under the
bilateral cooperation agreement
between the Ministry of Education
of the Youth of Hungary and the

The Government of Romania
“The granting of school materials”
is a program for children from preschool, primary and secondary
school education, who attend day

ucraina-inchise-toatescolile-romanesti-bucuresti-ul-zice-e-multumit1_59b10e945ab6550cb8cfe9ed/index.html, accessed July 2019).
115
„Cu multă implicare cadrele didactice au explicat copiilor că de fapt
zona în care sunt ei e a Ungariei și că România ar fi fost mult mai mică și
ar trebui pe viitor să fie mult mai mică.” (Harghita Newspaper, 2018,
“How Hungarian children are educated against the Romanian
Constitution”, available at: http://ziarharghita.ro/cum-sunt-educati-copiiimaghiari-contra-constitutiei-romaniei, accessed July 2019).
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Ministry of Education and Youth of
Romania. Scholarships are awarded
for semester studies; complete
doctoral
studies;
research
internships, summer courses116.
„The Hungarian Language and
Hungarian
cultural
studies
scholarship program. The purpose
of the training course is to enhance
linguistic skills and knowledge in
Hungarology,
acquired
by
candidates at universities outside
Hungary. The selected candidates
will benefit from a monthly
scholarship of HUF 45,000 per
month ( approx. 150 EUR) and they
will receive free study materials,
student campus accommodation,
student card, medical insurance.
Travel costs will be reimbursed
30%” 118.
116

courses. They were given the
requisites to go to kindergarten or
school117.

Scientific
performance
scholarship: it is around 945 lei
(aprox. 200EUR) the amount
comes from the budgetary
allocation and own revenues of the
University 119 . Olympic Merit
Performance Grants "Granted
from the budget of the Ministry of
National Education, and the
amount of the scholarship is
updated annually by Order of the
Ministry of Education, according
to the evolution of the inflation
index120. Merit scholarship 1: is in
the amount of 735 lei (about 156
EUR), and the amount comes from

Hungary Scholarships Bilateral agreement Competition 2018-2019,
Information on the application file, available at: https://roburse.ro/concurs
/ungaria-2018-2019/, accessed September 2019.
117
Structural Funds, "The Ministry of National Education can apply for
European funds for supplies for disadvantaged children”, 27 august 2019,
available at: www.fonduri-structurale.ro/stiri/22435/ministerul-educatieinationale-poate-solicita-fonduri-europene-pentru-rechizite-pentru-copiiidezavantajati, accessed September 2019.
118
„Programul de burse Hungarian Language and Hungarian cultural
studies. Scopul cursului de formare este de a spori competențele
lingvistice și cunoștințele în hungarologie, dobândite de către candidați la
universități din afara Ungariei. Candidații aleși vor beneficia de o bursă
lunară de 45.000 HUF pe lună (cca 150 EUR) și vor primi gratuit
materialele de studiu, cazare în campus studențesc, cardul studentului,
asigurare medicală. Costurile pentru călătorie vor fi rambursate în
proporție de 30%.” (Youth.md, “Scholarships in Budapest! Discover the
Hungarian language and culture”, available at: https://youth.md/burse-de-
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“Scholarships for high school
students by nationality”. “The
scholars will benefit of an amount
of 60.000 HUF monthly for the last
two years of high school. Through
this scholarship the Hungarian state
wishes to support the young people
of today, as later when they will
become adults, to represent with
responsibility the communities of
which they belong but also their
homeland. In 2010, 3,100 children
attended nationality schools, and in
2015 the number reached 12,500
students, while schools operating
under the administration of national
self-government increased from 12
to 74”122.

budget allocation and own income
of the faculties. Merit scholarship
II: it is 840 lei (approx. 180 EUR),
and the amount comes from the
budget allocation121.
Scholarships for students residing
in rural areas. (cf. G.D. 769/2005)
- from the budget of the Ministry
of National Education The amount
of the rural scholarship is
established annually by Order of
the Ministry of National Education
and is indexed according to the
law. Social aid scholarships: the
amount is 630 lei, and the amount
comes from budgetary allocations
and own faculty income, is granted
12 months. Occasional social
scholarships: the amount is 630
lei, and the amount comes from
budget allocations and own
revenues of the faculties123.

studii-in-budapesta-descopera-limba-si-cultura-maghiara/,
accessed
September 2019).
119
University of Bucharest, s.a.,
Scholarships, available
at: https://unibuc.ro/student-ub/burse/#1544015749560-5991175e-ba9e,
accessed September 2019.
120
Ibidem.
121
Ibidem.
122
„Prin această bursă de studiu statul maghiar dorește să sprijine tinerii
din ziua de azi, ca mai târziu când vor deveni adulți, să reprezinte cu
responsabilitate comunitățile din care fac parte dar și patria lor. Prin
această bursă de studiu statul maghiar dorește să sprijine tinerii din ziua
de azi, ca mai târziu când vor deveni adulți, să reprezinte cu
responsabilitate comunitățile din care fac parte dar și patria lor.”
(Atruroman.hu „Scholarships for high school students of nationality”,
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Hungary will provide scholarships
for students from the Republic of
Moldova, who wish to continue
their studies at the Hungarian
universities.
The
Hungarian
authorities will offer monthly
scholarships, about 100 euros, as
well as grants to pay the rent. The
Hungarian government wants to
increase scholarships to increase the
number of students from Rep.
Moldova. Among the areas with the
most scholarships are Agriculture,
Nature
Sciences
and
Engineering124.

Special scholarships from the state
budget: allocated from the state
budget founds and can be granted
to students who are in at least one
of the following cases: a) they
obtained outstanding culturalartistic performances, special
sports performances or for the
involvement in extra-curricular
activities of volunteering b) other
situations established by the
University of Bucharest or by the
faculties125.

Scholarships for under- and
postgraduate studies, granted from
the state budget. This type of
scholarship is set to support the
temporary mobility carried out in
universities and institutions in the
country and abroad126.

available at: https://www.atruroman.hu/ro/232-burse-pentru-liceenii-denationalitate, accessed September 2019).
123
University of Bucharest, s.a.,
Scholarships, available
at: https://unibuc.ro/student-ub/burse/#1544015749560-5991175e-ba9e,
accessed September 2019.
124
Agora, 2017, “30 places for Moldovans, in Hungarian universities.
The monthly scholarship will be approximately 100 euros”, available
at: https://agora.md/stiri/27379/30-de-locuri-pentru-moldoveni-inuniversitatile-din-ungaria--bursa-lunara-va-fi-aproximativ-100-de-euro,
accessed September 2019.
125
University of Bucharest, s.a.,
Scholarships, available
at: https://unibuc.ro/student-ub/burse/#1544015749560-5991175e-ba9e,
accessed September 2019.
126
Ibidem.
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Media in their own language
The Hungarians in Romania benefit from several central,
regional and local political weekly newspapers, cultural magazines
and publishers in Hungarian, but also from 22 TV stations127 and
46 radio stations128 compared to the Romanians from Hungary who
benefit from 2 publications (The Romanian Paper and The
Chronicle), 1 radio show “A Romanian voice” and 1 television
program “Our Screen 26-minute weekly 129 . The minority of
Romanians in Covasna and Harghita have two newspapers, the
Messenger of Covasna and Harghita Information.
While the Hungarian Government financially supports the
Hungarian-language media in Romania, the Romanian
Government suggests proposals for Romanians outside the
borders, but does not implement them. In 2017, the Hungarian
government provided funding of 1.45 billion euros (4.5 million
euros) for the Hungarian-language media through the
Transylvanian Media Space Association, and in 2019, the
Hungarian prime minister granted a new financial support, this
time of 1.9 billion huf (6 million euros) to the Association For
Transylvania Media Space. According to Government Decision
1148/2019 the support was granted “in order to support the
Hungarian-language media in the Carpathian Basin”130.
The financial support of the Hungarians in Romania from
Budapest does not stop here as the Budapest Government stands
out by the strong support of the Hungarians. Thus, the Budapest
127

Department for International Relations, Issues of National Minorities,
available at: http://www.dri.gov.ro/1812-2/, accessed July 2019.
128
Ibidem.
129
Department for International Relations, Minority Press, available
at: http://www.dri.gov.ro/presa-minoritatilor/ , consulted in July 2019.
130
„cu scopul sprijinirii mass-mediei de limbă maghiară din Bazinul
carpatic”. (Ibidem).
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Government granted record funding to Hungarian organizations
in Romania, respectively over 100 million euros. The largest
amount, of 26.78 billion HUF (approximately 90 million euros)
will receive the Reformed Diocese of Transylvania. From these
funds will be financed various programs, mobile and real estate
acquisitions, as well as current operating expenses. The RomanCatholic Archdiocese of Alba lulia will receive 1.5 billion HUF
(about 4.7 million euros). They also received funding from a
number of civic organizations. A considerable sum, 810 million
HUF (2.5 million euros) received the Mans Sana Foundation, the
financer of the Ice Hockey Academy from Cârța (the birthplace of
the UDMR president, Kelemen Hunor), the association Erdelyi
Mediater, the one who funds the operation of the news portal
Foter.ro, has a support of 1.45 billion HUF (4.6 million euros) ”131

HUNGARIAN SYMBOLIC PRESSURE
Symbolic pressure is exercised by the Hungarians through
revisionist and illegal attitudes. Although the Romanian law
mentions that certain acts are illegal, the Hungarian authorities in
Romania knowingly violate the law. In February of this year,

131

„Suma cea mai mare, de 26,78 miliarde de forinți (aproximativ 90 de
milioane de euro) o va primi Eparhia Reformata din Ardeal. Din aceste
fonduri vor fi finanțate deferite programe, achiziții mobiliare si
imobiliare, precum si cheltuielile curente de funcționare. Arhiepiscopia
Romano-Catolica din Alba Iulia va primi 1,5 miliarde de forinți
(aproximativ 4,7 milioane de euro). Au mai primit finanțare o serie de
organizații civice. O suma considerabila, 810 milioane de forinți (2,5
milioane de euro) a primit Fundatia Mans Sana, finanțatorul Academiei
de Hochei pe Gheata din Carta (localitatea de naștere a președintelui
UDMR, Kelemen Hunor) asociația Erdelyi Mediater, cea care finanțează
funcționarea portalului de știri Foter.ro, beneficiază de un sprijin de 1,45
miliarde de forinți (4,6 milioane de euro)”. (Ibidem).
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within the UDMR Congress the cultural organization adopted
unanimous votes:
“the red, white and green flag is a proper national symbol of the
Hungarian communities in Romania, together with the flag of the
Szekler Land, the Hungarian anthem and the hymn of the
Szeklerland”132 .

Thus, although this was illegal in 2019, the court has forced
many Hungarian mayors from Romania to remove the flag from
different state institutions. For example, UDMR Mayor Ferencz
Tibor has flown the “Szekler flag” on the on the Local Council of
the Frumoasa Commune133. Another case was reported in Borsa
where the mayor of UDMR Mik Jozsef bore the Hungarian flag on
the City Hall134. Important to mention is the fact that this minority
not only illegally imposes its „symbol”, but also manages to
remove Romanian national symbolism from the state institutions.
132

„steagul roșu, alb şi verde este simbol național propriu al comunității
maghiare din România, alături de steagul Ținutului Secuiesc, de imnul
Ungariei şi de imnul Ținutului Secuiesc” (Mediafax, 23.02.2019,
„UDMR decided that the Hungarian flag, the symbol of the Hungarian
nation, is the national symbol of the Hungarians in Romania, together
with the flag of the Szekler Land / Appeal addressed to the Romanians”,
available at: www.mediafax.ro/social/udmr-a-decis-ca-drapelul-maghiarsimbolul-natiunii-maghiare-este-simbolul-national-al-maghiarilor-dinromania-alaturi-de-steagul-tinutului-secuiesc-apel-adresat-romanilor17887633, accessed September 2019).
133
Dan Tănasă, 31. 01.2019, “EXCLUSIVE. The mayor of UDMR from
Frumoasa, forced by the court to remove the Szekler flag from the town
hall”, available at: www.dantanasa.ro/exclusiv-primarul-udmr-dinfrumoasa-obligat-de-instanta-sa-indeparteze-steagul-secuiesc-de-peprimarie/, accessed September 2019.
134
Dan Tănasa, January 23, 2019, “EXCLUSIVE. The UDMR Mayor
from Borsec, DEFINITELY obliged by the court to remove the Szekler
flag from the town hall”, available at: https://www.dantanasa.ro/exclusivprimarul-udmr-din-borsec-obligat-definitiv-de-instanta-sa-indepartezesteagul-secuiesc-de-pe-primarie/, accessed September 2019.
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An example in this case is registered in Micfalau commune where
the mayor of the UDMR from the commune decided to remove the
coat of arms of Romania from the town hall and to raise the
135
“Szekler flag” .
Another way of imposing Hungarians is through the
inscriptions in their native language. According to the statement of
the mayor of Sfântul Gheorghe, the Hungarian language must be
the only official language in Covasna and Harghita counties, as
here Hungarian residents are the majority136. Thus, from a public
statement the Hungarian mayors in Romania end up not respecting
the official language, and the deviations in this respect are
countless only this year. The most common case of nonobservance of the official state languages is the placement of
placards exclusively in Hungarian. For example, the Mayor Rafai
Emil, a member of the UDMR, placed a plaque exclusively in
Hungarian at Cristuru Secuiesc City Hall137; the Hungarian mayor
of Gheorgheni placed in the municipality several inscriptions of

135

Dan Tănasa, 22.02.2019 „EXCLUSIVE. The mayor of the UDMR
from Micfalău, forced by the court to place Romania's coat of arms on the
town hall”, available at: https://www.dantanasa.ro/exclusiv-primaruludmr-din-micfalau-obligat-de-instanta-sa-amplaseze-stema-romaniei-peprimarie/, accessed September 2019.
136
Dan Tanasa, June 24, 2019, “The UDMR Mayor of Sfântu Gheorghe:
the official language of this region must be the Hungarian language”,
available
at: www.dantanasa.ro/primarul-udmr-din-sfantu-gheorghelimba-oficiala-a-acestei-regiuni-sa-fie-limba-maghiara/,
accessed
September 2019.
137
Dan Tănasa, 27.02.2019, „EXCLUSIVE. The mayor of the UDMR
from Cristuru Secuiesc, obliged by the court to respect the official state
language”, available at: www.dantanasa.ro/exclusiv-primarul-udmr-dincristuru-secuiesc-obligat-de-instanta-sa-respecte-limba-oficiala-de-stat/,
accessed September 2019.
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public character in the Hungarian language 138 . The president of
Brasov County Council, Adrian Veștea, placed two inscriptions in
Hungarian from the exit from Brașov county to Covasna county139.
Also, the President of Covasna County Council placed a plaque in
Hungarian on an institution subordinated to Covasna County
Council140, and this is not the only Romanian public institution, the
National Agency for Fiscal Administration (ANAF) in Sfântu
Gheorghe being inscribed in Hungarian141.
It should be noted that all these public institutions operate
with public funds and are run by Hungarian mayors who
knowingly violate the law of the state they represent. This way of
registering a public institution of the Romanian state transmits the
false idea that the Hungarian language in Covasna and Harghita
counties has the same official value as state language as the
Romanian language.

138

Dan Tănasă, June 16, 2019 "EXCLUSIVE. Mayor of Gheorgheni,
obliged by court to respect the official state language”: available
at: www.dantanasa.ro/exclusiv-primarul-din-gheorgheni-obligat-deinstanta-sa-respecte-limba-oficiala-de-stat/, accessed September 2019.
139
Dan Tănasa, 21.03.2019, „EXCLUSIVE. President CJ Brasov, forced
by the court to clear two inscriptions in Hungarian to limit the Covasna”,
available at: www.dantanasa.ro/exclusiv-presedintele-cj-brasov-obligatde-instanta-sa-indeparteze-doua-inscriptii-in-limba-maghiara-de-lalimita-cu-judetul-covasna/, accessed September 2019.
140
Dan Tănasă, 22.02.2019, „EXCLUSIVE. President CJ Covasna,
definitely obliged to respect the official state language”, available
at: www.dantanasa.ro/exclusiv-presedintele-cj-covasna-obligat-definitivsa-respecte-limba-oficiala-de-stat/, accessed September 2019.
141
Dan Tănasă, 16.06.2019, “ANAF refuses to respect the official state
language at Sf. Gheorghe headquarters”, available at: www.dantanasa.ro/
noaptea-mintii-anaf-refuza-sa-respecte-limba-oficiala-de-stat-pe-sediulsau-din-sfantu-gheorghe/, accessed September 2019.
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DRAWING CONCLUSIONS
Hungarian ethno-policy is part of the geopolitics of the
Carpathian basin being one of systematic and organized
advancement that aims at the ethnic reproduction of Hungarians
and the imposition of Hungarian ethnic supremacy.
The present Romanian ethno-policy is one of abandonment,
withdrawal, ignoring these “mute emergency”.
The new Hungarian ethno-policys follows the preservation
of the Hungarian community in the Carpathian basin,
instrumentatized by the Hungarian community that acts as an
invented community, blocking the return of the Romanian element.
The Hungarian ethno-policy is also based on the overaffirmation of the Hungarian symbolic power which creates an
imbalance at community level.
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THE MYTH OF THE OVERMAN AND
MODERN SOCIETY
Mihail Ungheanu 142

ABSTRACT
The notion of the Übermensch or overman was made famous by the
German philosopher Friederich Nietzche. But the term and its underlying
concept have a longer history that we normally assume. There are some
pagan and Christian roots. The pagan roots are related to the mythology
of the demi-god heroes, to the mythology of the semi-divine rulers and
also to the earlier Christian notion of the saint and of a schismatic the
prophet of the Holy Spirit. In the schismatic conception of the Christian
prophet, there is also the connotation of a new era, the era of the Holy
Spirit, an era when the Holy Spirit makes Himself manifest by imparting
gifts, elevating some people to the status of hyperanthropos. Due to the
transformation of the western branch of Christianity and the adoption of
the juridical model of the redemption, this notion had become elevated to
some marginal strings of thought, like the German pietism, from whence
it flew in Romanticism and political thinking. Great political men such as
Napoleon have been named as being overmen, people who possess an
extraordinary power to concentrate and accelerate change for the better.
Key words:
totalitarianism

modernity,

overman/Übermensch,

individualism,

Ernst Benz describes in a short paper the notion of
superman/Übermensch 143 . He contends that the source of this
142
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concept is to be found in Christian mysticism, but not in the
modern sense of the term. This concept can be found under the
name of hyperanthropos in pre-Christian literature. There, it is
connected with hero myths and with the cult of the ruler. In the
pagan sense of the word, the overman or superman refers to the
godly man, which is honored as such because of his extraordinary
capacities for invention or his extraordinary power of ruling –
Herrschergewalt 144 . The same was said about an unusually
beautiful woman.
In Christianity, the whole concept will get to mean
something entirely different. Basically, it meant the saint that is the
Christian deified by the grace of God. Nothing like this can be
found in the modern concept which goes in the opposite direction.
But the evolution of this concept is correlated with the birth of a
new concept of man, of modern man. If once, the concept of
overman/Übermensch meant the saint, the modern conception
shifts away completely from this understanding and becomes its
very opposite. The modern conception has become more than an
alternative ideal. It is the ideal which replaces the idea of the saint,
or of the man who acknowledges his own finitude and belonging
to a transcendent order. The overman concetrates the very essence
of modernity, the ideology of ongoing transgression, which the
overman embodies. It has become a prescriptive concept. The
overman/superman seems to be the goal of human existence, its
omega point – if we express this ideal using the term coined by a
so-called Christian transhumanist145.
The Jesuit Pierre Teilhard du Chardin is this transhumanist
and promoter of the overman. He affirms that the result of the
present-day development of mankind will lead to the apparition of
144
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the overman. Homo sapiens will not disappear, but it will be
transformed. Due to a spiritual transformation, mankind will get
into a new era of superhumanity which will go beyond present-day
humanity. There is a psychical or mystical mechanism present in
the universe which is at work, and which will overcome the
material infrastructure of life. A super-mental existence will
dominate the new transhuman era. The world is, at least in the
mind of de Chardin, on the verge of becoming much more
luminous as ever God was146. Of course, when someone pretends
to be a Christian theologian, such assertions can rightly bring
someone to deny that the person uttering that is not really a
believer. Somehow the created being becomes more than its
Creator; of course, this is the dream of many a transhumanist, that
man becomes God. In a certain sense, it expresses the goal of
modernity, the idea of perfected humanity that arises over the
confines of the contingency and even over space and time. The
idea has some merit in the eyes of the German Gelehrter which
should have known better than accepting this ideology since he
was acquainted with the true Christian spirituality. He also insists
at the end of his paper that the Christian ideal must be maintained
because the ideology of the overman can be politically misused
and degenerate.
As we have seen, the meaning and the origin of the term lie
in the kind of Christian spirituality that Western Europe had lost
and never retrieved, replacing it with a kind of juridical way of
understanding the Christian narrative. Redemption becomes a
justification and a debt acquittal. God becomes human in order that
man becomes God goes the saying of Saint Athanasius, but this
genuine Christian understanding was lost to Western theology.
That means that the sense of life is not just glorifying God or the
146
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restoration of the Edenic state but getting into a state of
communion with God that will give man some divine attributes
through His grace whilst remaining a creature. This process is
called deification and goes well beyond the beatific vision. The
redemption is now understood as a kind of acquitting a debt that
God has to do itself for Himself since man is unable to do it.
Somehow, God the Son is punished by God the Father for
men’s original sin, which in the western tradition of thought is a
sin of human nature and as such is inherited. This conception will
have strong consequences for the way mand politics are
understood, the role of the state being heretofore thought in this
term. The state becomes a kind of instrument meant to keep this
inherited and natural sin in check by means of political measures;
all people are guilty, and the papacy gets universal jurisdiction
over all of mankind147.
This idea of a universal jurisdiction over mankind is
connected to the conviction that there is a fundamental unity of
mankind given by the original sin, which in western theology is a
sin of human nature; this is a view that has its origin in the
Neoplatonic understanding or misunderstanding of biblical
revelation due to the substitution of God with the Neoplatonic One
in the thought of blessed Augustine. It is the expression of
adopting a pagan philosophical model of absolute divine simplicity
that excludes any kind of inner plurality in the first principle.
There is no inner distinction between essence, will, person and
divine attributes. Therefore, there would be no distinction between
the person and nature in man.
In this context, the Adamic sin becomes common to all
people an disinherited by all mankind (The adoption of the
Neoplatonic One and of its correlative dialectical thinking can only
147
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ruin Christianity if one thinks coherently along these lines, since
God is thought as being an absolute simple essence beyond space
and time which doesn’t enter in space and time. He is manifested
only through created effects. Hence, if the line of thought is
followed, the Incarnation becomes impossible.).
A consequence of this line of thought is the utopian ways of
thinking the state as a tool for eradicating evil from society;
Nazism, Communism, social justice state are children of this
conception, but also the transhumanism, which tries to use the tool
of the state or of a corporation in order to produce the
transformation of human species. The state is used as a means to
eliminate something that is seen as undesirable, in order to obtain
something, deemed to be worthy of obtaining. The Church and the
divine action of redeeming human existence had become a model
for the action of the state. In scholasticism, the reflections on the
terrestrial condition of obtaining the beatific vision or of
speculative vision had given birth to the desire of remodeling
human nature 148 . The same theological reflections on sin, visio
beatifica, on the resurrection, on obtaining earthly wisdom and
happiness have made possible the engendering of two branches of
thought pertaining to human being which can be named sociology
and political theory149. Here lies the basis for the future disciplines
which are known today by these two names. As already seen, these
branches of thought had or have a practical aim: the alteration of
human existence.
Also, the idea of continual progress and deification is lost to
Western theology whose main expression is visio beatifica of the
divine essence in the afterlife; and due to the substitution of the
Biblical God with the Neoplatonic One in the work of St.
148
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Augustine a genuine Christian perspective on the matter was lost.
And maybe even the idea of infinite progress should be seen as
originating in the same early Christian spirituality and mysticism
(which has been maintained in the Eastern Church as the true
Church) because the participation in God’s uncreated energies –
deification or partaking in the divine nature in Saint Peter’s words
– is infinite and is always a progress. Man retains his creature
status in this process and his individuality; there is no dissolution
in an impersonal generic impersonal divinity.
In this understanding of the relationship between God and
man, redemption is more than restoration. It is not a return to the
previous Edenic state. The term theosis expresses something more
added to human existence, an addition that is not just an external to
human being’s telos. In the western understanding of redemption
as justification there is just a restauration of the previous state.
When describing the overman as the saint, Benz seems to
describe the understanding of redemption and of the holiness such
as they are in the eastern orthodox mystical theology, but he refers
to Montanus and to the understanding of the overman as being the
Christian person that had received a gift from the Holy Spirit.
Though it seems to be genuine orthodox theology, it is a heterodox
opinion which makes from Montanus the “prophet of the Holy
Spirit”. It is a heresy and, moreover, Montanus announces the
beginning of new era, the era of the Holy Spirit (This is just what
Joachim da Fiore would do later, prophesizing a new era of the
Holy Spirit, a golden era; this all is not without connection to other
doctrines and theories, as example the ones of Hegel and Marx.).
The idea of a new era is here of importance since the
modern concept of the overman is associated with such an idea.
Being deified by the workings of God is more than being a prophet
in Montanu’s sense. And genuine saints do not proclaim the dawn
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of a new era or things like the omega point of de Chardin (they see
themselves as sinners, not as saints, and are still obedient to the
discipline of the church: they go to the masses, to their confessor,
etc.). Nevertheless, the German author recognizes that in this
ancient sense the overman is the redeemed Christian (the one that
underwent and still undergoes theosis according to the original
Christian understanding of redemption and communion with
God)150.
This usage of the overman concept was lost, as it was lost
the concept of deification – since in the eyes of western theology
there is only created grace – but it has survived in different
theological undercurrents, in pietism, for example. From whence it
was transmitted to German literature and can be found in Herder or
Goethe151. The overman has been transformed into a charismatic
person, that seems to be filled by the presence of the Holy Spirit.
Which each served or commands angels and demons, the one that
had vanquished death the devil and has no fear of death. This
concept of the overman as a being that is deified or otherwise get
supernatural powers and a higher ontological status that normal
people will get changed under the influence of the French
revolution and the romanticism. It starts to get a political meaning,
and the historical figure that triggered this semantic change is no
other than Napoleon, once called by Hegel “the Absolute Spirit
riding.”
The new political meaning of the concept is still connected
to the older spiritual meaning. Napoleon is the figure that
somehow concentrates on himself a lot of the creative and
evolutive power of many centuries, a power to accelerate
evolution. Napoleon, hence the overman, is seen as a kind of figure
150
151
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that accelerates evolution and moves the world toward its
fulfillment or perfection. The political meaning of the concept of
the overman – the politician that has in him the power to shorten
decades or centuries of development - fits also well with the
ideology of Darwinian evolution – an avatar of the philosophy of
the flux – and will get a new power from it. It is vivified by the
Darwinian ideology.
This affects the life of the modern man, the way he
perceives himself and the world and will foster social engineering
and utopian thinking. The concept of overman has now acquired
political and revolutionary meaning. It becomes a turning point in
the way society and human existence can be thought and how
policies are drawn. The cognitive frame set up by the evolutionary
theory had opened new perspectives for the political and social use
of this concept.
As a product of evolution, man is a natural being that losses
and acquires new characteristics. Modernity, modern science and
some philosophers think that this can be controlled by man. The
evolution theory does not degrade the human being but offers
possibilities for a higher way of existence and of dignity 152 . It
makes a genuine optimistic view of man possible (The idea of
evolution of man toward a higher being is not so modern, it can be
found in Hegel, but also in some occult philosophies, wherein the
evolution ends in the identification of man with God, the man
becoming God.). The idea of progress could now be
anthropologically sustained, and human beings are seen no more
like the last form of the species man. From now on, one awaits that
from the human as we know it a better human being will emerge,
an overman and this through a controlled evolution.

152
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Ernst Benz acknowledges the fact that the idea of the
overman, thought darkened during the second world war, had
gained already interest afterward. And this interest spans over
different domains like biology, anthropology, nowadays
transhumanism, etc.; he observed that many research areas were
preoccupied with the subject-matter embedded in the ideal of the
overman. There was no Elon Musk or Bill Gates or Ray Kurzweil
when Benz wrote his paper, but the presupposition for the present
trans- and post-humanistic ideas and conception were already in
place. These presuppositions were already gaining more weight
due to the unprecedented technological development after the war,
maybe even accelerated and influenced by the ideas of creating
super-soldiers, etc. The revival of this problem of the overman was
seen, of course, in the technological domain, because there can be
observed the accelerated progress made by man in extending his
lordship over nature and in overcoming the limits of time and
space. Technology is the way through which mankind pushes away
its physical and spiritual limits153.
But as time changes, so does the concept of the overman
which lost its original context. And it has become adapted to the
new world that was born. This new meaning of the concept is
somewhat akin to the older pagan one, with its connotation of
apotheosis. But it is more than that. Even heroes could become
parts of the pantheon, there is always a superior power that permits
that and initiates the processes. This is no longer true for the
modern understanding of the overman. Benz even accepts the
possibility of cosmic colonization, since he takes for granted that
man can work, sleep and travel in gravity, tough today is known
that there are some effects of these journeys that the human body
cannot take.
153
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The idea of further evolution of man is not only a presentday ideological invention, but it was also accepted and expressed
by Darwin. Accepting this paradigm implies accepting the
possibility of further evolution. Along these lines, Benz accepts the
idea that mankind is in the middle of an open evolution, which
goes further than expected. He mentions as evidence the fact that
human beings are cultural beings, that they produce culture. Man is
a not-yet-completed being, a being that can control of his own
evolution or even to govern it. The possibilities for a new
evolution of man are inscribed into his material being, in his brain,
wherein the possibilities of this supposed new evolution lay154.
Other developments that point to this new era of the
overman are to be found in the works and practices of Sri
Aurobindo, which thought of his activity as opening new
dimension of being human by incorporating supernatural elements
through an integral yoga, which when applied by the whole world
would produce the needed transformation; in this particular case
the integral yoga is supposed to give man a greater openness
towards the divine.
Another realm in which the interest for the overman is
present is parapsychology. Parapsychology is also thrown into this
mix, a fact that should not wonder because it is an expression of
the same tendency that created the modern world: the will to
power in its technical manifestations. The core idea behind this is
to search and gain control over supposed paranormal powers
inherent in man, which should offer a new way of understanding
things, and of communication and understanding between people.
This should completely revolutionize society 155 . This so-called
research has an important point to prove in Ernst Benz’s eyes. It
154
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would be the first scientific evidence of freedom because these
supposed powers are not conditioned by material conditions
because they are independent of the material laws that govern the
physical organism of man156. These paranormal researches are only
the expression of modernity as the attempt of man to become
sovereign and take control and command over nature, be it
universal, social, material or spiritual. The ideal of the overman is
at work in political and social revolutions, too. The German author
recognizes that the earlier Russian utopic socialism and the
Russian revolution (one might add.) are the follow-ups of the
secularization of the Übermensch idea and of it’s becoming more
and more radical. The whole thing was present in the scientific
program of the Bolshevik revolution.
All these aforementioned points of view that span across
research fields are supposed to show that the present-day man is
caught in a phase of accelerated evolution. This phase should
prepare for a great leap forward, a leap into a new dimension of his
existence, which will open new relationships to the transcendent,
to the universe and the fellow man157. Though the German author
agrees with this description of the situation of modern man, and
though he asserts that the image of the overman condenses and
resumes the ideal of a new humanity. He manages to acknowledge
that this ideal, this ideal of the overman, stripped of every
Christian feature, is prone to be misused by political power, and
can cause a misuse of the process of the control of the evolution.
As a precaution, he suggests that it is necessary to appeal to the
Christian view of the world so that nefarious tendencies could be
prevented.
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A legitimate question is if it is possible to assert the
compatibility between the ideal embedded in the figure of the
overman and a Christian or traditional point of view on man? A
spirituality or religion that affirms that the world is flux and that
there is no identity or self might be very well compatible with the
whole overman nonsense, but certainly not with genuine
Christianity. This figure of the overman is not the only way to
view modern man, or which might prescribe how the society
should look in order to usher in the next phase of humanity, known
as the Aquarian conspiracy in occultic circles; or even as the last
revolution (Huxley). This supposed new era of human existence is
not so new after all. Modernity as such has deeper roots in the past
as normally taught by illuminist-inspired propaganda, and these
roots, though of theological extractions, are tainted from the
beginning with the will of power. The deepest root reach to the
Augustinian substitution of the biblical God with the Neoplatonic
transcendent One, an absolute simple essence/will/power, therein
is no internal multiplicity.
This ontological principle is forever outside time and space
and doesn’t manifest itself in it. It is manifested, in Western
theological terms, by created grace. The defining feature of this
ontological principle is the complete identity between its attributes.
The essence is the same as the will which is exactly as its power,
etc. The One finds itself in an overall dialectical relation of
opposition with the world. The One is good, then the world and
multiplicity are necessarily bad, whatever other attributes it may
possess they are really identical in the content, there is no
difference in re. This whole baggage was transferred into western
Christianity and had transformed its theological and societal
profile. A new world was born in Western Europe. It was a
revolution of thought and feeling that laid down the roots of
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modernity, which is normally seen as the revolution of thought and
feeling amounts to a break in the history of man158. It laid the basis
for the reevaluation of all values and standards that had for the
most of history governed human existences, that is the idea that
man belongs to an order that transcends him, and that he has to fit
in it or obey it. This is starting to happen around the XII-XIIIth
century. The relationship between the empirical and
metaphysical/theological world was thereby inverted. The elites
and the state are no longer interested in pursuing wisdom, attaining
visio beatifica, contemplation but are interested in concrete actions
that bring profit and mastery over nature. The nature of the
political association, of the state changes. From now on, it is
guided by the desire or by the need to affirm and defend national
and state interests, and not by another kind of values.
To accomplish these objectives, the state is no longer bound
by moral or theological commandments but is bound to act upon
self-interest. A new view of man crept into the minds, a view of
man that had come to completely self-manifestation in the socalled modernity. Now, with the help of a centralized state, the
market enters the stage and becomes the center around which
human existence will revolve. The market will prescribe the way
people have to think and behave, namely on self-interest,
calculating and looking for maximization of their interest or
pleasure. Pragmatism, the search for power and mastering nature
are the main drives of modernity and present-day civilization, the
whole thing being focused on individuals. And, since human was
still considered to be image and likeness of God, the Neoplatonic
insertion of the One in the western brand of theology had led also
to a similar identification between essence, will, and power in
man. Man is identified with his will, and thus with power. It also
158
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produced monism, since there is no real distinction either in the
deity or in man as likeness and image. This theological error is
also present in the nominalist and voluntarist theology of Ockham,
wherein God is identified with His essence, with his will, etc., and
where the good and the evil depend on His arbitrary will. The slow
development of modernity and modern man is centered on the
material world, and also building practices or technologies that are
most efficient in conquering, subduing and using this world to our
whims and pleasures159. Submitting to the transcendent order is no
more a feature that should define social, political or personal
reality. This will lead to the emancipation of the individual, which
is now thought to be the central axis around whom everything
turns and not the community.
There is no such thing as common nature according to
nominalist theology and later to John Locke. There are only
individuals, and God creates each one separately. Relationships are
not existence; they are only secondary. The individuation of man,
the perfection of one’s own existence depends only from itself not
on God’s grace and acting in the world, or on the interaction with
the fellow men. The modern society, which took root back then, is
dominated and structured by the will of power, which is translated
in the desire to dominate nature, the universe for the matter, and it
is aiming at satisfying human desires buy conquering nature, by
freeing human thought from dogmas, tradition, authorities (We
know how well that worked.). The external manifestation of this
new perspective on the world and man is expressed in the different
utopias that are haunting the human’s mind and the new political
philosophy that affirms that the human community and state are
instruments produced by human will to satisfy his interests.
159

Jean Rohou, Le XVII-e siècle, une révolution de la condition humaine,
p.16
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Practically this is expressed by a steady and systematic
destruction and replacing of organic and holistic communities with
free associations of individuals; the law which is now paramount
for governing social existence is the human rights doctrine that
should be considered a kind of social, political and cultural AIDS
or cancer that destroys human communities and the human person
which is a social and communal being, despite the fairy-tales of
individualism. And if there is to be religion, she will be submitted
to subjective consciousness. Human beings are now considered to
be entrepreneurs of their conditions of existence/their being. They
are no longer inheritors thereof – das unternehmerische Selbst.
Being inheritor of something, tradition, ethnicity, sex, etc., is
something considered akin to a kind of slavery, and as the outright
denial of the negative freedom, one of the pillars of modernity.
The same goes for the gender one, which is no longer
defining the humans, but it becomes a feature that one might or
should choose to accept or not to accept it. This ideology had
become fully visible today, but it had taken a long time to become
official. It is almost a new official ideology, being made
mandatory under the mask of policies concerning sexual minorities
or other minorities. The idea of gender fluidity is not strange for
this frame of mind, just another manifestation of the ideal of the
overman that denies and overcomes seemingly objective
determinations. And for a long time, this whole pragmatic will-topower ideology had been hidden by the ruling elites, but it has
become more and more visible these days. Though the whole
problematic of the overman necessities more space to handle it, it
is good to remember an observation made by Marcel Gauchet in
one of his papers, that the modern conception of man as individual,
the emancipation of the individual from the community has as its
counterpart the presence and development of an all-encompassing
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and all-powerful state160, even if it does not manifest itself in the
form or a Bolshevik regime.
Another feature of this society is that the humanity of an
individual is defined with the help of the relationships with the
things, this relationship making possible that such an individual
exists; nevertheless, the individual still depends on community and
society, but the way he feels and defines itself as a social atom,
this illusion is possible only based on this relationship with the
things that define him 161 . The pursuit of richness and of power
belongs to the core of this individualistic view of man. And the
pursuit of the ideal of the overman becomes a task which the state
has now to support. The improvement of life and the multiplication
of the rights – which are power that express the sovereign will of
the individual – have to be seen in the light of this ideal.
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THE HIDDEN FACES OF THE COMMUNIST
NOMENCLATURE - ELEMENTS OF
ORAL HISTORY (1)
Vlad Ovidiu Cioacă 162

ABSTRACT
This article deals with the theme of the communist nomenclature from the
perspective of oral history. The approach is at the intersection of three
epistemic fields: historiography, sociology and social psychology. We
will present, for a start, the historical context taken under consideration
and we will take from the sociology of politics a series of theoretical
frameworks for defining the communist nomenclature. We considered it
imperative to consult the “key witnesses”, the exponents of the targeted
socio-political category, who provided “first-hand” information about the
reality they lived and built. We identified two outstanding members of
the Romanian Communist Party's local structures and conducted semidirect interviews of the “life story” type. We aimed to capture the way
and the extent to which the subjects recall the events of their own
biography conducted during the communist era, and how these memories
were resigned with the passage of time. We also tried to obtain some
unprecedented details about the functioning of the party apparatus and the
“backstage” of power before 1989. The limits of the research are the very
small size of the investigated group, which is made up of only two
subjects, and the boundaries of any approach interpretations of the “life
story” category: the selective character of memory, the cognitive
distortions, the inability to separate personal truth from factual truth, etc.
At the same time, we will seek to complete their testimonies with the
memory of their victims on the communist nomenclature. We believe that
162
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this research brings to the foreground the new perspectives of
approaching the old nomenclatures, which can generate working
hypotheses for large-scale research, mainly based on the analysis of
social documents. The value of the interviews is that the subjects were
part of the communist repression forces, being a confession of acts
committed against those who opposed the communization of the country,
“the bandits”. It is the moment when, after 50 years of communism, the
executioners actually meet their victims, recognizing the tremendous evil
they have done to society.
Keywords: Communist nomenclature, Romanian Communist Party,
Security, life in communism.

INTRODUCTION
Discussions about the Communist regime and its artisans
occupy a privileged place at the level of the various
communication media in the Romanian society. At least at an
academic level, research on the old regime has seen a prolific
debut from the early stages of much controversial "transitions".
The results of the work of the academics were reflected in
encyclopaedias, treaties, books of great documentary value and
scientific articles difficult to invent. Most of the theoretical
conquests and analytical directions, mainly from the
historiography area, have proposed the most diachronic description
of developments in the sphere of politics and economics. The
psychosocial dimension has always been taken in the analysis as a
variable depending on the changes consumed at the level of macrostructural levels. A first postulate from which we start our research
is that without the complementarity of social science, the
historiographic approach is lost in an extremely heterogeneous and
risky epistemic field.
At the mass-media level, the condemnation of some
nonagenarians, sacrificed as "fall guys" of the past, as well as the
periodic reopening of some files of the protagonists' former regime
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leaders, maintain the nomenclature theme in the public eye,
without setting doctrinal camps. Of course, the actions taken by the
justice find both promoters and adversaries. However, the climate
of opinion is declaratively anticommunist and, in particular, antinomenclature (anti-oligarchic). On the other hand, the discrepancy
between the ideal and the real, between the declarative and the
factual, between the regulated behavior and the one provided in
very specific social contexts prefigures the profile of an anomic,
anticommunist society at the level of doctrinal structure, but
“condemned” to function still by virtue of cultural organizational
models that originate in the so-called “residual communism”.
Consequently, the second postulate with which we start is the
relative axiological neutrality. “Relative” meaning that “the
researcher's duty is to be aware of his own value choices.”163
Finally, the third postulate that directed our activity is
“direct research”. From this point of view, the interaction with
subjects in the local decision-making circles during the period
1960-1989, genuine “employed witnesses” 164 , was the sine qua
non condition for achieving the assumed objectives.

HISTORICAL FRAMEWORK
The establishment of the communist regime in Romania
brought together political, economic, ideological, military and

163

„datoria cercetătorului este să fie conştient de propriile sale alegeri
valorice” (Radu Baltasiu, Introducere în sociologie. Spiritualitate,
națiune și capitalism. Considerații de sociologie românească și
weberiană [Introduction to sociology. Spirituality, nation and capitalism.
Considerations of Romanian and Weberian sociology], Editura Beladi,
Craiova, 2007, p. 436).
164
„martori angajați” (Raymond Aron, Democraţie şi totalitarism
[Democracy and totalitarianism], Editura ALL, București, 1965/2001).
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social premises. In the following, we will synthesize the stages of
this historical process, with the inherent simplifications:

the crystallization of the Marxist ideology which, as
noted by the Romanian sociologist Petre Andrei three years before
the outbreak of the Second World War 165 , starts from the
contradiction between the social dimension of labor and the private
nature of property on the means of production and postulates the
idea of returning to a type of socio-economic formation, similar to
the “primitive commune”, but to a completely different level of
evolution, which would come with the transition from socialism to
communism.

advancing the hypothesis of the revolutionary situation
by Vladimir Ilici Lenin, according to which
“society is at the brink of a revolution when: a. The oppressed
classes are no longer willing to accept the oppressive situation in
which they are; and b. The dominant classes are no longer able to
exercise their domination with their social and political
instruments.”166


the outbreak of the October Revolution under the
coordination of Vladimir Ilici Lenin, resulting in the takeover of
power by the Bolshevik Party. At this time, the Romanian
sociologist quoted above noted:
“Not long ago, a vast social experience began in Russia, where, in
order to achieve communism, it proceeded to a fundamental
reconstruction of the state. But any experience must lead to the
165

Petre Andrei, Sociologie general [General sociology], ediția a IV-a,
Editura Polirom, Iași, 1936/1997, p. 242.
166
„societatea este în pragul unei revoluţii atunci când: a. clasele oprimate
nu mai sunt dispuse să accepte situaţia de oprimare în care se află şi b.
clasele dominante nu mai sunt capabile să exercite dominarea cu
instrumentele sociale şi politice de care dispun.” (Revoluție în Cătălin
Zamfir; Lazăr Vlăsceanu, coord., Dicționar de Sociologie [Dictionary of
Sociology], Editura Babel, București, 1998, pp. 505-506).
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result that the researcher has fixed at the beginning, and he must
be able to modify, according to his willing and conscious plan, the
conditions of experimentation, to see if the hypothesis he has
formulated, is verified, confirmed or denied by facts. [...] Which
proves that not social life has been subjected to Bolshevik desires,
but their plans have changed according to the needs of
development of social reality.” 167


imposing the communist regime in the countries of
Eastern Europe on the background of a favorable international
context, shaped by the defeat of the Nazi Germany and the Treaties
of Moscow and Yalta. There are so-called “communist societies”,
characterized by
“the concentration of decision-making power in the hands of a
narrow, distinct ruling class, the dominance of the economy by the
state, the limitation of all independent political and social
activities, a much greater confidence in coercion than in liberal
democracies”168.

Although useful in analytical terms, the previous definition
underestimates the importance of coercion in imposing
communism. Communism was established only by coercion, not
just having more confidence in it.
Lucian Blaga wrote about this:
167

„Nu de mult s-a început o vastă experiență socială în Rusia, unde, în
vederea realizării comunismului, s-a purces la o fundamentală
reconstruire a statului. Dar orice experiență trebuie să ducă la rezultatul
pe care de la început și l-a fixat cercetătorul și el trebuie să aibă putința de
a modifica, după planul său voit și conștient, condițiile de experimentare,
pentru a vedea dacă ipoteza pe care și-a formulat-o el este verificată,
confirmată sau infirmată de fapte. [...] Ceea ce dovedește că nu viața
socială s-a supus dorințelor bolșevice, ci planurile lor s-au modificat după
necesitățile de dezvoltare ale realității sociale.” (Petre Andrei, op.cit., p.
214).
168
Comunism în Gordon Marshall; John Scott, coord., Dicționar de
sociologie [Dictionary of sociology], Editura All, București, 2014, p. 219.
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“The expansion of communism made impetuous and brutally, will
awaken the powers of the West from the comfortable expectation
that they seemed to indulge in? [...] There has never been a greater
murder in history than that stemming from the stipulations of the
sinister deal from Yalta. In spite of so many unscrupulous excuses
that communism increased by installing slavery on the third part
of the globe, the West, driven by utopian spirits or statesmen who
see only the momentary interests of their country, will always
remain with their arms crossed? The West with an epic naivety in
which much comfort and mischief mingled has become a tool of
169
communist expansion.”

Prior to the second international conflagration, the
Communist Party of Romania, affiliated with the Comitee,
functioned illegally as a result of allegations in 1924 concerning
the organization of anti-Romanian and irredentist actions in
Basarabia. The Communist Party of Romania explicitly militated
against the Great Union, considering România Mare an imperialist
state. During the Second World War, the National Democratic
Bloc formed by the Communist Party of Romania, the National
Peasant Party, the National Liberal Party and the Social
Democratic Party was established. The declared purpose of the
new alliance was to remove Marshal Ion Antonescu. If in August

169

„Expansiunea comunismului, realizată impetuos și brutal, va trezi oare
puterile Occidentului din expectativa comodă în care păreau să se
complacă? [...] Niciodată nu s-a comis în istorie o mai mare crimă decât
aceea decurgând din stipulațiunile sinistrei înțelegeri de la Ialta. Față de
atâtea isprăvi fără scrupule datorită cărora comunismul sporea instalând
robia pe a treia parte a globului, Occidentul, condus de spirite utopice sau
de oameni de stat care nu văd decât interesele de moment ale țării lor, va
rămâne mereu cu brațele încrucișate? Occidentul cu o naivitate epică în
care se amesteca multă comoditate și ticăloșie s-a transformat în unealtă a
expansiunii comuniste.” (Lucian Blaga, Luntrea lui Caron [Caron's
boat], ediția a III-a revăzută, Ed. Humanitas, București, 2006, p. 223).
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1944 the Communist Party of Romania numbered about 1.000
members, it reached 5000-6000 in November of the same year.170
The first official document for the general public, entitled
“The Statute of the Romanian Communist Party” (1945), appears
shortly after the unlawfulness and the taking over of control over
central and local structures. According to the document quoted:
“the ultimate goal of the Romanian Communist Party is the
realization of the communist society, in which the entire nation is
united, classes do not exist anymore, and the principle From each
according to their capacities and each according to their
needs” 171 and a member of the Party could become “anyone,
irrespective of nationality, race, sex, if he recognizes the program
and the ultimate goal of the Party, works in one of his
organizations, obeys party decisions and pays membership fees”172

After the forced abdication of King Michael I on December
30, 1947, the Romanian Communist Party merged with the Social
Democratic Party, the only one who was still counting on the
political scene - but to a small extent - taking with this political
move control over all the mechanisms of state apparatus. At that
time, the PCR had numbered 1 057 428 members. In 1955 there
were only 538 815 members in the Party, following the massive
purges that took place and the abolition of admissions during

170

Vlad Georgescu; Stelian Neagoe, Istoria românilor de la origini pînă
în zilele noastre [The history of the Romanians from their origins to the
present day], Editura Humanitas, București, 1995, p. 231.
171
„scopul final al Partidului Comunist Român este înfăptuirea societății
comuniste, în care întreg poporul este unit, nu mai există clase și este
asigurat principiul De la fiecare după capacitățile sale și fiecăruia după
nevoile sale”. (Statutul Partidului Comunist Român, 1945, p. 7).
172
„oricine, fără deosebire de naționalitate, rasă, sex, dacă recunoaște
programul și scopul final al Partidului, activează într-una din organizațiile
lui, se supune hotărârilor partidului și plătește cotizațiile de membru.”
(Ibidem, pp. 13-14).
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1948-1952, during the verification and triage of existing
members173.

SEVERAL MEANINGS OF THE “NOMENCLATURE”
a) nomenclature - a social-political group with a
homogeneous structure
The Dictionary of Sociology 174 embraces the nomenclature
in the category of particular forms of the more general term
“caste”, defined as “a small group of people perceived by its own
superiority in relation to the other larger groups”175. The criterion
of building the nomenclature's block is access to political
resources, with all the benefits that come from here.
b) nomenclature - a heterogeneous ensemble of
structures with divergent interests
From this perspective, the nomenclature refers to:
“various hierarchical, professional and ideological structures, with
different decision-making powers, responsibilities and visions,
which created factions, sometimes antagonistic, in the communist
power.”176

c) nomenclature - elite
173

Cf. Consiliului Național pentru Studierea Arhivelor Securității,
Membrii C.C. ai P.C.R. (1945-1989): dicționar [Members of the Center
Committee and of the Romanian Communist Party (1945-1989):
dictionary], Editura Enciclopedică, București, 2004.
174
Castă în Cătălin Zamfir; Lazăr Vlăsceanu, coord., op.cit., p. 86.
175
„un grup restrâns de oameni pătruns de propria lui superioritate în
raport cu celelalte grupuri mai numeroase” (Ibidem).
176
„diverse structuri ierarhice, profesionale şi ideologice, cu puteri
decizionale, responsabilităţi şi viziuni diferite, care au creat facţiuni,
uneori antagonice, în cadrul puterii comuniste” (Raluca Grosescu,
Fizionomia Nomenclaturii [Nomenclature physiognomy], manuscript,
Institutul de Investigare a Crimelor Comunismului în România,
București, f.a.).
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The Communist elite (nomenclature) brings together the
following characteristics that individualize it:
-

-

“concentrating the positions of power in all official or voluntary
institutions in the nomenclature of the Communist Party
organizations, so that any position of power in society had an
equivalent in a political position in the Communist Party;
inclusion in the nomenclature of the Communist Party of all
positions of representation after elections, so that any electoral
process automatically led to the nomenclature;
transforming the nomenclature into a distinct social category, with
a lifestyle not only different but also isolated from that of the rest
of the population.” 177

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Purpose or general objective
Knowing the way of life before 1989 of the interviewed
members of the Communist nomenclature; their attitudes and
representations in relation to the past and the present.
Specific objectives
a) observing the way and the extent to which the subjects
remember the events of their own biography conducted
during the Communist period;
b) observing the way and the extent to which these memories
have been resigned with the passage of time;
c) obtaining novel information about the studied sociopolitical context, based on the consultation of “first-hand
sources” (“witnessed employees”).

177

Harry T. Rigby., Staffing USSR Incorporated: The Origins of the
Nomenklatura System, în Soviet Studies, 40 (4), October 1988, pp. 523537 apud Vladimir Pasti; Ionel N. Sava, Sociologie politică [Political
sociology], Editura Ziua, București, 2004, p. 152.
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Hypotheses178
A. Adhering to the Romanian Communist Party was achieved
by virtue of obtaining some benefits, not by identifying with
the socialist-communist ideology.
By “getting benefits” we mean the opportunity for those
without merits in their field of activity to take the place of those
with merits that have been liquidated (at best, removed). The
hypothesis is factually supported: communism has liquidated in
Romania about 2 million people out of the 100 million in the
world.
B. During the communist period, there was a high degree of
centralization in decision-making.
C. The previous involvement of the subjects in the structures of
the Romanian Communist Party is positively evaluated.
D. Subjects do not regret the people who have suffered from
their actions (if any).
Method
Sociological investigation based on a semi-structured
interview, type of “life story”.
Subjects:
Two locally important members of the Communist Party.
The first subject (M.I., 93 years old) was son of an illegalist; was
sectorist, informer of the Security. The second (S.C., 78 years) was
handler at Electropower, then secretary at Craiova City Hall,
cousin of activist Leonte Răutu. Considering the very small size of
the batch, we will present separately the results obtained from the
discussions with the two, which took place at the home of the
subjects and lasted about two hours each.
178

We used here the concept of “hypothesis” in its most general sense, as
plausible assumption with temporary character, and not in the narrow,
quantitative sense, as conjectural sentence of the relationship between
variables.
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INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS: FIRST SUBJECT
The interview took place at the home of the subject. The run
time was two hours. The interviewed person, aged 93 years ago,
graduated from Nicolae Balcescu High School of Physics from
Craiova, worked briefly as a teacher, then was a sectorist and
informant of the former Security.
A problematic issue that needed to be managed was
Alzheimer's disease in its advanced stage. We did not find an
episodic memory degeneration, but rather a very difficult temporal
framing of the reported events (it became uncertain if an episode
related to the 60s or 80s, for example, what required a very
rigorous memory assistance).
Verbal, paraverbal and nonverbal linguistic signs did not
seem to betray any inhibition or self-censorship in reporting facts
or events. There remains, however, a possible distortion of reality,
in the context in which neurodegenerative maladies involve
involuntary overlapping of the mental plans179. From the point of
view of the discursive coherence, the consistency between the
three languages (verbal, nonverbal and paraverbal) and the logical
relations between the related facts (both the internal logic of each
narration and the logic of the whole corpus, the logical links
between events), we do not consider plausible such a hypothesis
for the subject being interviewed.
“Lenin from Bănie”
The identity and biographical trajectory of the subject have
been grounded by the paternal figure, which comes up in the
conversation almost in each reported episode.
179

Simona Marica, „Tabloul simptomatologic și evolutiv al maladiei
Alzheimer” [The symptomatic and evolutionary picture of Alzheimer's
disease], în Revista de Psihologie, 57, nr. 2/2011, pp. 171-182.
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From the point of view of the father's biography, we find a
number of novelties in the history of the Romanian Communist
Party, especially with regard to the period of illegality, of which
there are so few chronicles and memories. A propagandist
newspaper editor, well-known of the Marxist-Leninist ideology
and devoted fighter for the accomplishment of communism, he
appears in the memory of the subject as a hero and, at the same
time, as a victim of the Romanian Communist Party. The
dialectical tension between the two ontological dimensions - hero
and traitor, angel and demon - prefigures the paradoxical portrait
of the father, incomprehensibly intellectual on one hand but
capable of guiding the subject's actions as a standard reference
model to which all attempts at the realization of the revolutionary
ideal will be reported, on the other hand.
The father's story is more than exciting:
“Dad has been to jail as a communist. My dad entered the party
when it was founded ... in 1924, that he was not yet illegal. So ...
he founded here a newspaper in Craiova, a newspaper of the
Communists, Social Sheet (Foaia Socială) it was called. It was a
newspaper for the Communists, but it was not like a newspaper.
There were a few dozen copies, they were „under the counter”.
The party was forbidden, the Communists were all arrested. And
Dad! My mother was pregnant with me. They freed him a few
months, but he continued with the newspaper, spoke to his
neighbors about communism, and ... zdup! Two years behind bars!
I was small, my mother and my grandmother raised me, poor
women! They both entered the party... But they were not attending
the meetings, they were afraid they would end up like Dad. With
whom to leave me?”

After returning from prison, the family finds major changes
in the father's character structure, probably determined by the
conditions of the detention regime, as well as the frustrations
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accumulated during this period. The revolutionary feeling became
more intense than ever:
“When father came out, he set his head to overthrow the bourgeois
government ... to revolutionize, like Lenin. They called him in the
party “Lenin from Banie”. He was so radical! I think jail has made
him worse. He hated everybody. And he was beating me, my
mother, poor woman ... he was very agitated; he, with this ideal to
make Lenin's revolution in Romania. Dad was brutal. I wanted to
beat him once, and I thought I would not get away. I was maybe
13 years old and... sad memories! Of course the party was still
illegal. But then ... or not ... after three years, he came home.
Nobody knows where he's gone for six years. He had gone to
Bucharest to take down the king and the government. My mother
struggled to find out what was wrong with him, not being
imprisoned, killed, or anything. His mother was told by a witch
that her son had died on the front, to not look for him anymore.
She made him charities, his mother! After the illegitimacy ended
... it was 1945... he came home. I have not found out until now
where he stayed for six years!”

The ultimate goal of the father's existence was, according to
son's narrations, the achievement of the Leninist Revolution. From
this point of the succession of events, understanding the actions of
the father - if we start from the reasonable hypothesis of the
truthfulness of the facts reported by the subject - is positioned
between belonging to an “active minority” (G. Le Bon, S.
Moscovici) capable of generating extreme conduct, and strictly
individual psychological pathology, which, hereditary or
socializing, has been transmitted - at least in part - to the
descendant, as he will leave it to be understood at a later stage of
the conversation.
Back home after a mysterious absence, the father prepares
the ground for recruiting his son into the Communist Party and
turning him into a “revolutionary hero”. He goes to Bucharest to
overthrow the power:
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“He was delighted that the revolution was still going on, he said
we should go to Bucharest to overthrow the king. I was 18-19
years old, I grown up now! I went with him to Bucharest by train.
Then I saw he had a submachine gun ... an AK 45 I think it was. 180
He kept it hidden. I was petrified ... all the way! If he wants to kill
me?! My mother said to me: "Do not go, do not follow the crazy
man, you are not going to start a revolution, stay calm!" He
showed me the gun and told me we will shoot the king. We
arrived in Bucharest, there was another group of communists in
the station... They told my dad that the revolution could not be
done then, because we did not have agreement from the Russians
for that, and that they were abolishing us if we approach the king...
What was happening, was a ... let’s say, the most radical ones in
the party being overzealous, the ones who were previously
arrested by the bourgeoisie. From what I know ... I mean from
what I saw, all of the very aggressive members of the party were
put aside, they were marginalized, they were too aggressive. They
wanted to shoot the king like in Bulgaria. But it took a People's
Court sentence for that! Negotiation between countries... between
the Great Powers would have been necessary. The URSS did not
allow it, as some exalted from their party ... that it was their party,
it was Comminternist, they were Russians... that they would shoot
the king so plainly...”

Two hypotheses of oral history are detached from this story:
a) the assassination of Prince Kiril of Bulgaria in 1945 served
as an impulse for members of the radical wing of the
Communist Party of Romania, eager to make a coup d'etat
by implementing this practice.

180

Most plausible it was another type of gun. It was unlikely to go with a
machine gun to get the king down in the interwar period. First of all, the
size of the machine gun would not allow this. Secondly, Kalaşnikov to
which he refers is most likely a modern weapon (AK47?), which
appeared in 1947. It is unlikely that the members of the Communist Party
of Romania would have had access to these ultra-modern weapons for
that period.
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b) In 1944, the Communist Party of Romania was cleansed and
the radical wing of the party, which tried to carry out the
coup d'etat, was eliminated at the direct intervention of the
URSS.181
This wing contained, in general, the former illegalists. The
first hypothesis can only be tested by interviewing key witnesses,
given the chances that this issue has been documented in the
records from that period are minimal. The second hypothesis is
also difficult to verify on the basis of historical sources, in the
context in which the exit of the Romanian Communist Party from
its illegality, and its political ascension after 23 August 1944
generated an unprecedented fluctuation of the staff, completely
unrecognized nor centralized (exclusion decisions were taken at
the organization's base level of which the member came from,
according to the Status).
The father's exclusion from the party, accused of actions
aimed at splitting the political structure, was followed by other
disorienting events for the subject:
“Dad was kicked out. He felt betrayed by the party, he had
suffered for ... he had almost died for communism. And now to
kick him out? So he committed suicide on Christmas Day in 1946.
It was ... it was ... terrible. He was tough, crazy, but he was my
father. I do not know what I was living, what I was feeling then. I
was disgusted... very... very disgusted. I had nothing to do, had no
path to go on. I did not know whether to stay in this party, because
of this party, my dad had been killed, after he had suffered so
much. He was not sure who else was leading us, either the
Communists, or the bourgeoisie. It was confusing ... pure
confusion! Soon, my mother died too, an untreated pancreatitis,
probably. I was left alone. Then I got on this road, being a good
181

The hypothesis of a possible plot of the former illegalists of King
Michael's murder must be treated with caution until confirmed by several
sources.
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communist, ending my dad's ideal to do that ... the communist
revolution. Father's mistake, I told myself, was that he did not
believe in party, he tried to take it forward, violated the principle
that “the party is always right” and you do not stand against the
party if you are in the party. That the revolution should be made
organized, not chaotic, as Lenin did. So I was trying to fix what he
had done wrong... what my father was wrong with, to do the
revolution through the party, not against it. I knew strong
Communists. I saw Teohari Georgescu, who later became Minister
of Internal Affairs... Finally, the departure of the King made it ...
made us aware that the revolution was successful. I moved to
Bucharest for two years.”

The rationalization of the contradiction between father's
involvement in the revolution and his exclusion from the party,
followed by suicide, was possible by introducing a new variable
between the three events: father's mistake, who had not obeyed the
word of the party.
“Making the Revolution” in Craiova
Motivated by the ideal of continuing his father's mission, but
crushed by contradictory feelings, the subject returns to Craiova
after a short stay in Bucharest:
“We were also coming to Craiova... yes... and there I met L., my
future wife, who said: "I will not go to Bucharest. If you want to
stay with me, we will stay here." Then I accepted this condition.
Now, I'm sorry to say that if I were staying in Bucharest, I would
had become something at the ministries, maybe I would have been
appreciated, some of my dad's collaborators were still in the party,
but I was too young. See, they were the big party members who
had kept the party, they had maintained it illegally, they were now
tied to the Safety (Siguranța), that is, the Security (Securitatea)...
and the Moscovites were the supervisors, they were following the
URSS plans, they knew very well what the interests of the URSS
were, and ensured that the Communist revolution did not go crazy
here, in Romania, we had to stay connected to their structures.
That's how they were in the party. I was a son of an illegalist, but
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an illegalist who has deviated from the principles of the party. So I
did not expect to be embraced, even if they all loved me. One of
them told me: “Are you crazy? You're getting married? Stay here
and you will not regret”. I did not accept then. I thought I could
bring the revolution to Craiova to us, in the name of Lenin from
Banie, as Dad was called in the old days. I was crushed by bizarre
states. I wanted to avenge my father, to make this revolution in his
name in our town. I do not know what I wanted, I do not know, I
do not know... I hated the people, I hated the abomination of the
world, I hated the world because it did a lot of harm to my
father. 182 My father wanted an equal world, where everyone is
equal. He did not mean any harm. It was terrible for me.”

From the respondent's words, two important conclusions
emerge. First of all, as we mentioned earlier, Communism was
imposed in Eastern Europe by the URSS and functioned, at least in
the Stalinist phase, under strict supervision and under its strict
control. Then the artisans of the “revolution”, the bearers of the
new messianism, acted with the help of the hegemony power to
bring to fulfillment the Communist “ideal”.
He occupies a post as a teacher after which he becomes a
sectorist of the street he lived on:
“Here, in Craiova, I was first teacher, but it was not for me. How
could I work with kids, I was beating them all the time. It was not
good what I did, I knew, so I gave up, I left the school. I talked at
the party to see what was happening... I mean seeing which
functions they could assure me, that they knew I was loyal and I
knew everyone from the organization here, everyone, the young
people and those who were comrades with my father. They put me
sectorial for our street. Oh, what discipline did I do here! You
walked the street at night ... I disciplined the whole street! Can you
182

Resentful mentality is constantly in the respondent's speech. Analysis
on bigger samples could elucidate if we are dealing with a strictly
individual characteristic, which is related to the personality and personal
experience of the subject, or to a widespread psychosocial constant in the
second generation of militants of the Communist Party of Romania.
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see hoodlums here? No! All the kids knew about me! All! It was
the time of the cards, they took food on the cards. I was going to
every family, I had a register... you know what the register is... and
I was writing there how many members are in each family. I was
also counting the tenants, and those who stayed only seasonally. I
had a whole hundred-page file, you could kill someone with it. At
the end of the week, I was going to the food store – because I had
this right as a sectorist - and comparing the sales data, checking
out how many breads each took, makeing complaints if they were
trying to deceive, because they were cheating. They declared to be
more of them. And how proud I felt! I caught the bandits!”183

We will return to the “job description” of the sectorist when
we will present the particularities of the functioning of the political
organizations.
“Strong Notes”: Communism imposed by the Soviets
The subject confesses that virtually all of Romania's
communisation action has been “for the promotion of Soviet
interests”, either directly or through their servants, their
representatives in the administration and the forces of repression in
the Security. In relation to the Soviet interests in Romania, at least
in the first stage of the establishment of communism, all those who
opposed were called “bandits”, as we shall see below. The
interview is all the more interesting, because the subject worked in
the forces of oppression.
Once back in Craiova, he becomes an officer of Security,
making regular informative notes:
“When I returned to Craiova and I got married, I put S.N.
godfather. He was a friend of my father and was an officer at
Siguranța here in Dolj. And he told me to join. He did my
registration documents, all the documents... I did not want much, I
183

The “bandits” label considered all those opposed to communist
oppression, especially those in the resistance movement in the mountains
(1945-1962).
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did not know ... I did not understand what it was with the Security
and what about its role in our revolutionary mission. He came to
me with the application for registration, he said that I have
priority, with a revolutionary father, that he knows I am devoted,
honest, have healthy origins, as they said at the party when they
assigned me the sectorist job. Yes ... I did not want, but he said:
“If you do not do this step to help this country to defend bandits,
you do not want the good of this country and the party.”. […] I
was convinced that I was doing well, fighting for my people, for
peasants and laborers, I swear! Until the 1960s, we focused on
promoting Soviet interests. That meant we had to make
informative notes for the enemies of the people, who were also the
enemies of the Soviet Union.”

We asked him to tell us a concrete story about how these
notes were written:
“A writer... a poet recited a poem in front of the University. A
poetry hostile to the Soviets. It was a festivity, a year's graduation,
and he recited this poem after the speech in front of the stairs.
Then I wrote a note, I sent it and ... ready ... he was taken by the
militia. I do not know what they did, probably detention, beating.
At that time, there were great horrors, they were... how to say...
they were hardly punished if they violated the rules, if they were
the enemies of the people. I did not give many notes then, but I
gave ... they were called “hard notes” from MGB, where they were
called “zestki” (?). And there were also "weak notes". The hard
notes were finished with arrests, investigations, sentences, justice
went hand in hand with the Security, justice was then done by
Security. Then there were also "weak notes", that did not end up
with sentences, that is, whether the information you were coming
with was not based ... was not in accordance with the reality... or
the one you complained about, about which you gave information,
was supported by someone important and could not be
investigated. I had up to 1960 4 or 5 these kind of hard notes, who
lead to arrests. After 1960, the situation changed, meaning the
activity was no longer directed against ordinary people. The
attention was turned to other things then.”
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Penance
A delicate moment in the conversation was when,
remembering what he had done in the past, the subject tells, almost
lamenting, the circumstances that made it easier for him to realize
his own mistakes:
“I believed in communism, I admit. I believed with all my heart
that I was doing well. I did not mean any harm. All the others
seemed to me bandits. I'm aware of destroying some destinies. I
woke up in 80, late, when I was already 50... more than 50 years...
and I realized it was not good what I was doing. Come on, let me
tell you that. In 1982, in the summer, in June, I went to
Cernica184, taken by my mother-in-law. I was an atheist, I was
just a Communist. Mom and Dad offered me communist
education, I was materialist, atheist, I was not with the church,
with these things. I got to Cernica as a driver, to drive my motherin-law, she was with priest Argatu, he was her confessor. She was
to die and wanted to commune. Unbelievably, the priest said, “I do
not come home to you. You come to me with your son-in-law and
your daughter”. I went, what was it supposed to do? I stayed at the
gate. Priest came to the gate and said: “Come on! Why are you
staying there ?!” His voice shook me, the power in his words. I
could not tell him I am not coming, I do not know why. I walked
in and he told me to sit down beside him. And he said: “Do not
make fun of your life, your soul and your neighbor.” These words
got stuck on my mind then, they marked me, I do not know what
... why ... But I have been thinking about what he meant. I was
dreaming at night when he told me these words! One year... or
two... just that, I thought, to the words of that old priest. Do you
know what I did after the revolution at night in 1990? I took the
car and went to Cernica. There... I confessed, it took three hours,
all. Since then I have always gone to the church.”

The subject described detailed the depressive states he faced
during that period:

184

Cernica is a famous monastery in Romania located in the town of
Pantelimon, Ilfov County.
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“Then I had a depression, a fall from that. I was thinking about my
father, if he knew how his revolution, the revolution of the party,
ended up. I did not want to hear about anyone again, no one else, I
was still mastered by that feeling from youth, that hatred for
humanity, for all and everything. I cannot describe that feeling.
Need... there was a need for revenge. The Revolution of 1989
caught me in that feeling of soul fall. I do not know much of those
days, I do not know what I did then, I know that by 90, in January,
the family wanted to enroll me in a hospital for crazy people, I had
something ... I do not know, but the committee said it was not the
case, they gave me treatment and I stayed on the pills then, after
that I started to recover from this disease. I had a moment of ...
how to call it ... of awakening, of lucidity, of remorse. I was
thinking of priest Argatu's image, he followed me for a few days.
One night I had a dream about him telling me he was waiting for
me. It seemed so real that I woke up from my sleep at night to 4-5
o’clock. I told my wife that I am going to Cernica, that I am going
to become a monk. I got there, it was the morning mass. I ran to
the priest to tell him what I dreamed of. He blessed me. He told
me not to become a monk, that I did not know what I was asking
for! But to stay for a month at the monastery, he gave me a room
there. When I got home, I was another man. I did not fall into
depression, thank God!”

Social organization
Various characteristics of the organization and functioning
of the Romanian Communist Party, especially in the early stages
of its existence, have emerged from previous related facts. We
were interested in the motivation of the subject's adhesion:
“I have adhered out of persuasion, from maximum adhesion. I was
educated in this communist spirit. Like me, my generation... like
us, the old ones, my father and his generation, who founded the
Communist Party, who had suffered... Yes... people like us did not
come again.”

He draws attention to the fact that, following his generation,
the following adherents were motivated not first ideologically:
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“Those who came after my generation have come to gain some
sort of positions in administration, factories, schools, money. After
the fight, many brave men appear! But our generations, we, these
old ones, have always believed in our values, and have not
abdicated from them, no matter how hard the times had been! No
matter how difficult... we did not give up! We fought, united, as
Marx says in the Manifesto... How can somebody accuse us... we
saw at Rareş Bogdan last night... we were accused of having
entered the PCR so that we could benefits. Listen to that nonsense!
My dad has been in jail for being a communist, and I was in this
party too, and my mother.”

Cohesion seems to be the main feature of the nomenclature
as a social group:
“There were plenaries... we did not take part, but I knew them...
we all knew each other, we were seeing each other at some parties
with fiddlers, at one’s home, that we were celebrating our
birthdays one by one. I was talking about everything and
everyone, there was no censorship between us. I was talking about
everybody, about everything ... We did not have „banned
subjects”, never. Well, we had confidence in one another. We
were privileged because we had this freedom. We did not have to
censor each other. We were like brothers. We from the police...
from the Security and Party leadership... we knew each other,
there was no grudge between us, there was no hatred, envy, how I
heard is happening now. At meetings, we always called fiddlers,
beams, chefs, we were telling jokes, madness. It was a beautiful
life. We talked about light things, personal things, we did not get
into political issues. Or if we did .. we were talking openly. At
meetings, we had about 20-30 people, from the Security and Party.
Okay, We were not talking about job secrets, to say so.”

The attitude of the subject towards the benefits of political
affiliation and militancy is contradictory:
“Advantages... yes... but not too material, to say. I did not have a
financial situation very... how to say, like I would compare with
the situation in Bucharest. And advantages like these, social,
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what? Everybody hated me!185 I did what I did because that's how
I understood my mission. And then I acted in that direction. Yes,
we fought for the cause of the Communist Party, the party died,
but communism not, that it is a historical reality, that is
communism. Benefits due to the party I had. I had the job, I had an
income, I did not miss anything. And my wife... I hired my wife in
a school, I gave her a place as a secretary at a school. We was fine.
Nor to be ungrateful I do not feel good. I've been living materially
good, yes. But I was not very rich, and neither the rest of the party
and the Security.”

Increased centralization in decision-making seems to be a
myth, according to the subject's story:
“No, no, they were not centralized, no. Neither at the Security. We
received principles from Bucharest, principles, yes... action lines,
but we make the decision, at the Security. I cannot say too much
about the party because I was not a leader there, but I know better
about the Security what I had to do.”

In connection with the practices of the former Security of
the Ceausescu period, there were brought to our attention a series
of novel details:
“Experts came to Electropower and to the Institute of Chemistry to
implement various projects, Soviet experts, and Americans came
as well. What I was doing ... I had an Olympus camera that made
good and fast photos. We had a key from the hotel. Organizers
invited these experts at parties at Herculane, at Brasov. We went
into the rooms and photographed the documents they had with, the
technical plans of the projects. We were giving photos in
Bucharest and they were copying the technologies and putting
them into practice at us. Another time I entered the dorm room of
a student, in 1987, it was said that she would be preparing
anticommunist actions. I found only soy salami! Nothing else. I
185

The occurrence of the verb "hate" denotes the respondent's
consciousness that he was a pariah of society, he was perceived
negatively by his fellow men, despite his status as a "part of the
nomenclature".
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also worked on the mission when the communists tried to catch
Mihai Pacepa, but they did not catch him and condemned him to
death, but he was seen as the main enemy of the Security. That's
what I did besides sectorial activity. In fact, these two were
completing each other. As a sectorist, I found out information,
then I could verify them with Security techniques, where we
worked in teams, more of us. When the strategy changed to ... the
strategy of the state security department was the most visible,
especially for me, because I was on the inside. In the last two
years until the Revolution, we did not have serious missions
anymore.”

The activity as sectorist had also changed over the last years
of the former regime, with the degradation of the general living
conditions:
“I did my sectoral work, checked the cards, food supply, reports
between supplies and what was sold, to whom they got sold. Oh
my God! What a crazy world! I was like in foolish movies. Well,
there was a directive to weigh the breads that came in one day, and
to calculate their arithmetic meanings, to make the same bread, to
weigh the same everywhere, and so they did, Lord! Then I had to
weigh the bread so that it would not be bigger, that if it was
bigger, the bakery that gave it would be punished. If it was
smaller, there was no problem. I was weighing and laughing. That
saying, who I was and what I’ve become. I, who was entering the
hotel rooms, who had heavy missions, risks ... what they gave me
to do! To weigh bread? To send reports? Still, the financial guard
was in vogue, the accusation of law 19 was in vogue. With the
guards... they had an inspection on my street after a complaint. I
went to some people in the apartment and they asked me to count
the forks and the spoons, looking at the back of the paintings,
looking through the drawers. I devastated that house, I took
everything out, there was nothing! And at home there was an old
lady, the young ones were at work, it was during the day. God, the
old lady almost had a heart attack! That is what happened in
1989.”

In the continuation of the discussion, the subject insists on a
process that, at least metaphorically, we could illustrate by the
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phrase “institutional degeneration”: we had to deal with a striking
confusion between institutions and functions, there was assigned
bizarre functions to some institutions (the sectorists had to weigh
the bread), while others were obviously losing their powers (the
case of the Security).
He has not joined any political party since 1990, saying:
“No. But I remained attached to the Communist values. That
genuine, true left communism. But not party policy. No no.”.

Asked if all the communist parties in the various societies
betrayed the communist ideal, the subject insisted on the historical
process of communism, without providing a concrete answer.
At the end of the discussion, the subject regrets the hostile
attitude of the people in the neighborhood:
“Yes, yes, yes, yes... and it was my fault that I acted so. I have
sought understanding after the Revolution, but they have not left
me to be part of the Association of Tenants, for example. People
around do not greet me, everyone hates me, this is my regret, that I
do not reconcile with everyone. It makes me sad. I received
support only from strangers, otherwise ... they would want me to
die of hunger. I'm waiting for now, I'm waiting for my end in this
apartment.”
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REVIEW: THE “MEETING” WITH I. UNGUREANU'S
BOOK. PARADIGMS FOR THE KNOWLEDGE OF
SOCIETY- THE SIXTH MEETING
Ruxandra Păduraru 186
The sixth meeting at the Romanian Academy in which a
significant number of social sciences researchers, BA, MA and
PhD students openly discuss the content of Ion Ungureanu’s book
(Paradigms for the knowledge of society 187 ) meant approaching
one of the most important subjects in the life of a Romanian
sociologist – the Gustian Sociology, centred around The Law of
Sociological Parallelism. The meeting was focused on the
understanding of the theory and the debate over this paradigm as it
was presented in Ion Ungureanu’s book.
The Bucharest School of Sociology is a school of thought
curdled around Dimitrie Gusti (1880 – 1955), the personality that
set the modern sociological way of thinking, in Romania and
abroad. Its main objective is to diagnose the social reality for the
better management of the state, with the end-goal in the spiritual
unification of Romania. Thus, sociology as science of the state (the
nation) appears and it contributes to the governing of the country.
Through a holistic and interdisciplinary character, the thinkers of
the The Bucharest School of Sociology wish to offer the
186
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187
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knowledge necessary for the emancipation of the peasant-kind
population, because only in this direction can the nation improve
itself and social justice prevail.
Gustian Sociology is characterized by a central theory (The
Law of Sociological Parallelism), a method (The Gustian
Monography), and through specific institutions (such as The
Romanian Social Institute).
A short theoretical digression is necessary, through which
we will briefly state The Law of Sociological Parallelism. Dimitrie
Gusti studies social reality in its entirety (criticizing unilateralism),
from a three-fold parallelism perspective: one between frames
(abilities, virtualities), another between manifestations (updates,
realizations), and the last one between frames and manifestations.
The four potentialities (which set both the condition and the
structure of social necessity) are: the cosmologic, the biologic, the
psychological, and the historical frames, while the four
manifestations
(which
update
sociologic
necessities
“phenomenologically”) are: the cultural, the economic, the
administrative-political, and the juridical. These categories do not
line up along causality but influence one-another. The connection
between them is made by social will as motivation for existence,
which determines the cross from potentiality to reality. Social will
is accomplished in what is called personality, and nation and
personality are every-day constructions.
The sui-genris Romanian society can be understood through
a historical analysis, doubled mandatorily by empirical
observation, and thus, Dimitrie Gusti managed to formulate The
Law of Parallelism. Ion Ungureanu states that through this
paradigm, which primarily studies interaction, Gusti managed to
overpower “the unilaterality of the unifactorial causal
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determinism”. The determining factors, however, only act within
“a concrete social unit”, such as family, village, city, nation.
Thus, three structural levels of society can be identified:
a) An “ecologic structure” – determined by the fixation of
some modes of existence and action, as a result of the
natural circumstances in which a social group is found.
b) A “social structure” – which expresses the social will of the
groups which are constituted economically and culturally
and regulated juridically and politically.
c) A “historical structure” – the different forms of the
ecological and social structures interact in order to produce a
certain type of organization of the human community – the
national community.
The dominant structure is, in the case of T. Parsons, not the
cultural, but the historical one. Ion Ungureanu underlines,
however, the fact that historical structures have not been put into
the spotlight by the possible development tendencies of the social
reality in Gusti’s works, but in those of his disciples, Henri H.
Stahl and P. Andrei.
Stahl develops the principle of social archaeology, “a
method of analysis of the social structures which are revealed by
different historical structures materialized into types which are
determined by the social community.” He states that the
excavation of the social structure through the retroactive historical
analysis contributes to the identification of a new social structure
and formulates the hypotheses of the “tributary arrangement”.
a) From a historical standpoint, one can identify a mode of
production specific to a certain development phase of the
production forces – characterized within the socio-economic
formation of agricultural communities.
b) This mode involves two exploitation types – tributary and
feudal.
c) Within the same production mode, more exploitation modes
can overlap.
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P. Andrei highlights The Law of the socio-historical
parallelism, through which he watches the structure of society as a
“historical result (evolutionary or revolutionary) of the interaction
between the factors and condition of social life”.
The philosophical founding of the Gustian paradigm was
attempted by Traian Herseni (as regional ontology) and realized by
Gheorghe Zapan (by finding a vital social formula through which
one can indicate the development level of a social environment).
The second part of the discussion consisted of the
applicability of the law of social parallelism in the present. We
have learned that the reduction to a single side of social reality is a
fundamental approach mistake in the attempt to study and explain
a social phenomenon. The necessity to study the entirety of factors,
but also of the interdependency they share, was re-affirmed with
the formulation of some explanatory hypotheses of certain
phenomena, such as functional illiteracy, immigration, or more
particular cases, such as the de-population of Romanian villages.
Certainly, Dimitrie Gusti was one of the most important
Romanian thinkers, and his contribution to the evolution of
Romanian sociology is undoubtful.
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